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ABSTRACT

Direct Radiative Effect of Mineral Dust on the Middle East

and North Africa Climate

Hamza Kunhu Bangalath

Dust-climate interaction over the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) has long

been studied, as it is the “dustiest” region on earth. However, the quantitative and

qualitative understanding of the role of dust direct radiative effect on MENA climate

is still rudimentary. The present dissertation investigates dust direct radiative effect

on MENA climate during summer with a special emphasis on the sensitivity of climate

response to dust shortwave absorption, which is one of the most uncertain compo-

nents of dust direct radiative effect. Simulations are conducted with and without

dust radiative effect, to differentiate the effect of dust on climate. To elucidate the

sensitivity of climate response to dust shortwave absorption, simulations with dust

assume three different cases of dust shortwave absorption, representing dust as a very

efficient, standard and inefficient shortwave absorber. The non-uniformly distributed

dust perturb circulations at various scales. Therefore, the present study takes advan-

tage of the high spatial resolution capabilities of an Atmospheric General Circulation

Model (AGCM), High Resolution Atmospheric Model (HiRAM), which incorporates

global and regional circulations. AMIP-style global high-resolution simulations are

conducted at a spatial resolution of 25 km.

A significant response in the strength and position of the local Hadley circula-

tion is predicted in response to meridionally asymmetric distribution of dust and
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the corresponding radiative effects. Significant responses are also found in regional

circulation features such as African Easterly Jet and West African Monsoon circula-

tion. Consistent with these dynamic responses at various scales, the tropical rainbelt

across MENA strengthens and shifts northward. Similarly, the temperature under

rainbelt cools and that over subtropical deserts warms. Inter-comparison of various

dust shortwave absorption cases shows that the response of the MENA tropical rain-

belt is extremely sensitive to the strength of shortwave absorption. Further analyses

reveal that the sensitivity of the rainbelt stems from the sensitivity of the multi-scale

circulations that define the rainbelt.

Importantly, the summer precipitation over the semi-arid strip south of Sahara,

including Sahel, increases in response to dust radiative effect. The maximum response

and sensitivity are predicted over this region. The sensitivity of the responses over

Sahel, especially that of precipitation, is comparable to the mean state. Locally, the

precipitation increase reaches up to 50% of the mean, while dust is assumed to be

a very efficient absorber. As the region is characterized by the “Sahel drought”, the

predicted precipitation sensitivity to the dust loading over this region has a wide-range

of socioeconomic implications. The present study, therefore, suggests the importance

of reducing uncertainty in dust shortwave absorption for a better simulation and

interpretation of the MENA climate in general, and of Sahel in particular.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

As an omnipresent and the most mass abundant aerosol species in the atmosphere,

mineral dust aerosol and its interaction with climate system has long been recognized

as an important process (e.g., Carlson and Benjamin, 1980; Cess et al., 1985; Ra-

maswamy and Kiehl , 1985; Tegen et al., 1996). Dust-climate interactions span all the

five elements of the climate system: atmosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, geosphere,

and biosphere; and these interactions are complex, multifaceted and bidirectional.

One such interaction primarily happens in the atmosphere, is the direct radiative

effect by which dust alter earth’s radiation budget by scattering and absorbing so-

lar and planetary radiations and by emitting the latter. The present dissertation

focuses on the dust induced direct radiative effect on the Middle East and North

Africa (MENA) climate and its sensitivity to dust shortwave absorption, using a

high-resolution Atmospheric General Circulation Model (AGCM).

MENA is arguably the most dust-laden region around the globe, owing to the

presence of world’s major dust source regions including Sahara and Arabian deserts

and the semi-arid Sahel. The region has a typical hot arid or semi-arid climate char-

acterized by inadequate and highly variable rainfall, scarce vegetation and hot and

dry weather. Sahel–the semi-arid strip across Northern Africa sandwiched between

humid savanna to the south and dry Sahara desert to the north–underwent perpetual

drought from the 1960s to the 1980s (“Sahel-drought”) and a recovery in the follow-
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ing decades. The Sahel-drought has been widely considered as one of the most severe

climate variation of any region in the era of instrumental records (e.g., Dai et al.,

2004; Hulme, 1996). However, the exact reasons that lead to a prolonged drought

condition are not very well known yet and is an ongoing debate among climate sci-

entists (e.g., Nicholson, 1980; Folland et al., 1986; Held et al., 2005). Interestingly,

and importantly, dust variability has been discussed as one of the plausible causative

mechanism (e.g., Brooks and Legrand , 2000; Biasutti and Giannini , 2006; Nicholson,

2000; Yoshioka et al., 2007). In view of the meteorological and socio-political im-

portance of the Sahel drought, the current study gives a particular emphasis to the

response and sensitivity of the tropical rainbelt, whose strength and the latitudinal

extent largely determine the drought conditions over Sahel. It should be noted that

the current research focuses only on the boreal summer (June-July-August (JJA))

season, as it is the season of maximum precipitation and dust loading in the domain.

Another aspect of the current dissertation is to elucidate the sensitivity of climate

response to dust shortwave absorption, which is considered to be one of the most

decisive but a highly uncertain component in the estimation of dust direct radiative

effect. There is no consensus on the strength of dust shortwave absorption among re-

searchers. The estimate of the imaginary part of the shortwave refractive index, which

determines the efficiency of shortwave absorption by dust particles, vary by an order

of magnitude among different observational and modeling studies (Balkanski et al.,

2007). Such uncertainty could potentially induce significant uncertainties in the esti-

mation of the direct radiative effect of dust and the corresponding climate responses.

Therefore, the current study also examines the sensitivity of climate response to a

plausible range of dust shortwave absorption.

A further highlight of the present dissertation is the use of a high-resolution global

model instead of a Regional Climate Model (RCM), to investigate regional climate re-

sponses. Global simulations at a typical RCM resolution, in the present case 25 Km,
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enables to incorporate multi-scale circulation and climate processes in the simula-

tions that are decisive in defining the regional climate. Such simulations are capable

of resolving circulations ranging from planetary scale overturning to regional scale

jets and waves. High-resolution global simulations are particularly relevant in the

present case, where the dust induced radiative effect perturb circulations at various

scales, which defines the net climate response at regional scales to a large extent.

Accordingly, global high-resolution simulations with and without dust are conducted

to elucidate the climate responses to dust radiative effect. The current dissertation,

therefore, analyses the responses and sensitivity of a range of multi-scale circulations

by utilizing the high-resolution global simulations.

The dissertation is organized in six chapters. The rest of this introductory chapter

provides an overview and background of dust direct radiative effect and climate re-

sponse, which contextualize the research questions addressed in the dissertation. The

introductory chapter is partly composed of the materials from two published papers,

Bangalath and Stenchikov (2015, 2016). Similarly, Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are mostly

composed of the same two papers but have been formatted to be compatible with

dissertation guidelines. Chapter 2 describes the model and the experiment design.

Dust direct radiative forcing and the radiative heating are discussed in chapter 3.

Chapter 4, in general, portrays the climate response over MENA to dust direct radia-

tive effect. The chapter specifically investigates the response in the local and regional

overturning circulations and the consequent response in the strength and position of

tropical rainbelt across MENA . Chapter 5 then primarily centers on the responses

in regional or synoptic scale circulation features, which are crucial for the net rainfall

and temperature responses over the region. The main circulation features analyzed

are West African Monsoon (WAM), African Easterly Jet (AEJ), Tropical Easterly

Jet (TEJ), African Easterly Wave (AEW) and Saharan Heat Low (SHL). Finally, in

Chapter 6, main findings are summarized with conclusions.
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1.2 Background and Motivation

1.2.1 Mineral Dust Aerosol

Spatiotemporal characteristics

Mineral dust is a unique aerosol species in its loading, optical characteristics, source,

and transport. Dust is arguably the most dominant particulate matter in the atmo-

sphere. It constitutes the major fraction of the atmospheric aerosol loading and hence

a significant share of the global aerosol forcing (Kaufman et al., 2002; Tegen et al.,

1997; Christopher and Zhang , 2002). By comparing results from 16 models, Aerosol

Comparison between Observations and Models (AeroCom) project showed there are

about 700 to 4000 trillion grams (Tg) of dust influx into the atmosphere, annually.

However, the dust released into the atmosphere is not uniformly distributed; rather

it has a highly non-uniform distribution in space as well as in time. Spatially, the

dust loading is concentrated in the subtropics associated with the major dust source

regions such as subtropical deserts and semi-arid regions. And, there is a hemispheric

contrast in the dust distributions with a higher concentration in the Northern hemi-

sphere associated with the fact that major portion of the global arid semi-arid land

masses resides in the Northern hemisphere. Dust loading is also characterized by

strong seasonal cycle. Over MENA dust loading is maximum during the summer

season.

Apart from the seasonal cycle, there are interannual and interdecadal variabili-

ties. There is a growing body of evidence that the dust burden changes in response

to natural modes of climate variability. Prospero and Nees (1986) showed a posi-

tive correlation between Saharan dust transport and El Nio. Similarly, dust loading

in the Mediterranean and the North Atlantic is correlated with the North Atlantic

Oscillation (e.g., Moulin et al., 1997; Chiapello and Moulin, 2002). A regional differ-

ential trend in the dust storm frequency is also observed in the past several decades
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(Goudie and Middleton, 1992). And most importantly, dust loading is sensitive to

climate change. Mahowald et al. (1999) showed that dust loading varied 2-4 fold

between current and last glacial maximum, using linked terrestrial biosphere, dust

source, and transport model. Likewise, it was also found that the dust production was

acutely sensitive to Sahel drought, with a substantial increase in production during

drought period (Prospero and Nees , 1986; Middleton, 1985). By considering 6 differ-

ent scenarios of changes in sources, a study by Mahowald and Luo (2003) projected

a 20 to 60% reduction in dust loading by the end of the 21st century, compared to

present climate. In contrast, Woodward et al. (2005) predict a tripling of dust bur-

den by the end of 21st century. Other studies also projected an increase or decrease

of dust loading, but with lesser a magnitude (e.g., Jacobson and Streets , 2009; Liao

et al., 2009; Tegen et al., 2004). In short, dust emission and loading is very sensi-

tive to changes and variabilities in climate and their future projection is extremely

uncertain.

Though the state of the art research recognizes all aspects of dust-climate inter-

actions, the uncertainty in the estimation of dust loading is still challenging. The

modeled estimates of the global dust emission range over more than a factor of

two, which could translate into a corresponding uncertainty in the radiative effect

of the dust (Zender et al., 2004). Inter-comparison studies among satellite retrievals

of Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) also showed a difference of at least a factor of 2

(Myhre et al., 2004, 2005), which indicates the uncertainty in estimating the aerosols

in the atmosphere from space. Besides the natural fraction of the dust emission, hu-

man activities also cause dust entrainment to the atmosphere through desertification

(anthropogenic fraction of the total dust loading). Different modeling estimates show

that the anthropogenic part of the total burden is highly uncertain, which varies from

insignificant values (Ginoux et al., 2001; Prospero et al., 2002; Tegen et al., 2004) to

50% of the total burden (Mahowald et al., 2005; Tegen et al., 1996).
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Dust-climate Interaction

Although the dust in the atmosphere has been documented as far back as the nine-

teenth century (e.g., Darwin, 1846), the physical, chemical and biological interaction

of dust with climate has got considerable attention in the last few decades. Dust-

climate interactions, ranging from radiative perturbations in the atmosphere to in-

fluences in the global biogeochemical cycles, have been recognized in the last few

decades. However, these interactions are poorly understood and quantified compared

to CO2 induced changes in the climate.

Once airborne, dust exerts direct radiative effect by scattering and absorbing both

solar and planetary radiation along with the emission of thermal Infrared radiation

(e.g., Carlson and Benjamin, 1980; Cess et al., 1985; Ramaswamy and Kiehl , 1985;

Tegen et al., 1996; Kaufman et al., 2001; Miller and Tegen, 1998; Sokolik and Toon,

1996). As a rapid atmospheric adjustment to the radiative perturbations, dust also

causes a semi-direct radiative effect Hansen et al. (1997). In this process, the absorp-

tion of solar radiation and the consequent warming of the atmosphere leads to changes

in cloud cover and liquid water path. In addition, dust causes indirect radiative effect

on climate by modifying the microphysical and radiative properties of clouds by serv-

ing as cloud condensation nuclei (e.g., Gunn and Phillips , 1957; Liou and Ou, 1989;

Forster et al., 2007; Levin et al., 1996; Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002). Furthermore,

dust in the atmosphere modifies the atmospheric circulation (Miller and Tegen, 1998;

Perlwitz et al., 2001) as a response to spatially inhomogeneous heating/cooling in-

duced by dust. Another aspect of dust-climate interaction is the role of dust in the

global biogeochemical cycles. The deposition of dust, especially that of transported

dust far away from the source region, has significant impact on both oceanic and ter-

restrial ecosystems(Prospero, 1998; Mahowald et al., 2005, 2009; Jickells and Spokes ,

2001). By functioning as the fertilizer for ecosystems, it plays a significant role in the

global carbon cycle. Another influence of dust on climate is reducing visibility and
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causing poor air-quality.

Dust-climate interaction is bidirectional, so that dust acts upon the climate system

and the climate system, in turn, influences the dust entrainment and transport. Any

changes in climate, especially that of the wind, aridity and soil properties, could

potentially influence the dust entrainment from the surface. Therefore, changes in

climate either induced by dust itself or any other forcing such as CO2 warming, alter

the dust production and hence the loading in the atmosphere.

Due to the manifold and bidirectional interactions of dust with climate, the dust

effect on climate cannot be overlooked and should be accurately accounted in the

modeling of present climate as well as in the prediction and assessment of the global

climate change. However, by comparing the past and latest Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change (IPCC) reports (Solomon, 2007; Houghton et al., 2001), it is also

evident that the level of scientific understanding of the role of aerosol in general and

dust in particular on the projected climate is low compared to the role of greenhouse

warming. All the aforementioned facts demand comprehensive and far-reaching re-

search on dust-climate interaction. The present study, however, particularly focuses

on the direct radiative effect of dust on regional climate, using a high-resolution

AGCM. Unless otherwise mentioned, any radiative effect that is being discussed in

the current dissertation is the direct radiative effect of dust.

Dust Optical Properties

An accurate quantification of the direct radiative effect of any aerosol requires in-

formation of its concentration, composition, particle size distribution and optical

properties. Amongst those, optical properties are the most uncertain and difficult to

quantify properties. Primarily there are three optical parameters which are required

to estimate the aerosol direct radiative effect or forcing, which are the AOD, Single

Scattering Albedo (SSA), and the asymmetry factor (g) (e.g., Penner et al., 1994;
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Charlson et al., 1992). However, complex radiative transfer codes require more infor-

mation such as phase function. All of these quantities are wavelength dependent and

relative humidity dependent in case of a hygroscopic aerosol such as dust.

AOD is the measure of the total radiative attenuation and is a unit-less quantity.

It can be estimated as the product of the aerosol mass loading in g/m2 unit and the

mass extinction coefficient (MEC) in m2/g unit. The mass extinction coefficient is a

function of both the particle size distribution, wavelength, and the refractive index.

SSA is the ratio of scattering of the radiation by a particle to the total attenuation

(sum of absorption and scattering), which ranges from zero to unity. However, estima-

tion of the SSA requires the particle size and refractive index information (Jacobson

and Streets , 2009; Sokolik and Toon, 1999; Tegen et al., 1996). Another important

quantity g, is the measure of the preferred scattering direction for the radiation en-

countering an aerosol particle. The value of g ranges from -1 (complete backward

scattering) to 1 (complete forward scattering). Since g is a function of the particle

size, the estimation requires the particle size information, which is partially provided

by Angstrom exponent (A). A is an exponent expressing the spectral dependence of

AOD with the wavelength of the radiation. A is inversely proportional to the particle

size; that is, A is small for big particle and vice versa. Hence A can be used as a

measure of the particle size. Along with the wavelength and humidity dependence,

the above-mentioned optical properties depend on the aerosol loading and the spatial

and temporal distribution of the aerosols (Haywood and Boucher , 2000; Ramaswamy

et al., 2001; Penner et al., 2001).

1.2.2 Dust Direct Radiative Effect

Direct radiative effect of dust comprises of various processes; the scattering of incom-

ing shortwave radiation (“global dimming”), absorption of both solar and planetary

radiation, and the backscattering of thermal infrared radiation emits from the earth’s
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surface (planetary radiation) (Forster et al., 2007). The concept of direct radiative

effect and direct radiative forcing has been used interchangeably in many aerosol re-

lated literature especially that of dust aerosol (e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1998, 1999;

Yoshioka et al., 2007; Perlwitz et al., 2001). Nevertheless, recent IPCC reports de-

marcate both, by constraining the concept of radiative forcing only to the radiative

perturbation caused by anthropogenic aerosols/gases, while the concept of radiative

effect includes perturbations from both natural and the anthropogenic part (Forster

et al., 2007). However, to comply with the terminologies of previous literature in dust

radiative effect and since no separation of anthropogenic and natural part of dust is

considered in the present experiments, the study uses the term Dust Direct Radiative

Forcing (DDRF) to measure the radiative perturbation caused by both natural and

anthropogenic component of dust. The concept of radiative forcing is widely used in

assessing the corresponding changes in the climate to a change in the composition of

the atmosphere.

The concept has its roots in the one-dimensional radiative-convective model exper-

iments which investigated annual mean surface temperature responses to the radiative

perturbations arise from the changes in the atmospheric compositions (Manabe and

Wetherald , 1967; Ramanathan and Coakley , 1978). The radiative forcing and climate

response relationship can be thought as a linear relationship, ∆Ts = λRF , where

∆Ts is the equilibrium surface temperature change and λ is the climate sensitivity

parameter (Ramaswamy et al., 2001). Though this simple linear view of ‘forcing-

response’ relationship does not represent a comprehensive analysis of the climate

responses, it is very useful in assessing the wide-ranging changes in the climate. In

general, aerosol radiative forcing must be defined as a radiative perturbation from an

initial state; whether that state is the complete absence of aerosols, the estimate of

aerosol loading from pre-industrial times, or an estimate of aerosol loading for today’s

natural aerosols (Remer et al., 2009). A detailed discussion and precise definitions in
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this regard are provided in Section 2.3.

For absorbing aerosols, the climate response depends, not only upon the forcing

estimated at the Top Of the Atmosphere (TOA) or at surface, but also upon the forc-

ing within the atmosphere due to radiative heating from dust shortwave absorption

(e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1998, 1999; Ramanathan et al., 2001). It should be noted

that absorbing aerosol forcing and response are quite different from that of reflective

aerosol forcing (e.g., Hansen et al., 2005). The aerosol absorption of the radiation

warms the aerosol layer and redistributes the energy throughout the troposphere and

the stratosphere, while reflective aerosols distinctively cool the troposphere and warm

the stratosphere. Since dust is both an absorbing and scattering aerosol, the net ra-

diative forcing at TOA is very sensitive to the SSA, which is the measure of the

relative efficiency of an aerosol for scattering and absorption.

Globally averaged net forcing due to dust is small compared to other aerosol

species. This smallness in the net forcing arises mainly from two facts: the partial

cancellation of the scattering and absorption radiative forcing with opposite signs and

cancellation between the positive net forcing over bright deserts and the net negative

forcing over oceans (Tegen et al., 1996). However, regionally and seasonally the dust

radiative forcing is huge, in and downwind of the source regions. The local abundance

of dust makes it a major fraction of the atmospheric radiation budget over subtropical

deserts and downwind of these dust source region (e.g., Carlson and Benjamin, 1980;

Li et al., 1996; d’Almeida, 1989; Jish Prakash et al., 2014). Over deserts, the dust

forcing can go up to 260 W/m2 (Miller and Tegen, 1998)

1.2.3 Climate Response to Dust Direct Radiative Effect

The climate response to direct radiative forcing is possible in multiple ways. The

first and immediate interactions are through the changes in the radiative balance of

the local atmospheric column due to aerosol extinction, which alters the temperature
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profile and stability of the corresponding column. Secondarily, the aerosol-induced

differential heating/cooling of the local atmosphere and the associated pressure gra-

dients cause changes in the atmospheric circulation, which further changes the cloud

formation and precipitation. The anomalous diabatic heating from cloud formation

and rainfall further alter the regional or global circulations.

Over the past few decades, considerable attention has been devoted to the role

of dust-induced direct radiative effect on climate (e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1998, 1999;

Ackerman and Chung , 1992; Sokolik and Toon, 1996). Several modeling studies have

already been conducted to explore the influence of direct radiative effect of dust on the

climate, using models with various complexities ranging from simplified conceptual

models to comprehensive earth system models (e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1998, 1999;

Yoshioka et al., 2007; Perlwitz et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2009; Milton et al., 2008),

including both global (e.g., Lau et al., 2006, 2009; Mahowald et al., 2006; Miller

and Tegen, 1998; Yoshioka et al., 2007; Miller and Tegen, 1999; Perlwitz and Miller ,

2010; Yue et al., 2010) and regional (e.g., Ahn et al., 2007; Konare et al., 2008; Solmon

et al., 2008, 2012; Zhang et al., 2009) models. However, irrespective of the general

agreement on spatially (generally global) and temporally averaged values, significant

regional disparities are evident in both magnitude and sign of the climate responses

among these studies. A typical example of the regional disparity is the contrasting

response of the tropical rainbelt of Africa, especially over Sahel region, predicted from

various modeling studies. Many of them predicted an increase in precipitation over

Sahel (e.g., Lau et al., 2009; Yue et al., 2011a; Miller et al., 2004a) in response to

dust radiative effect, while others predicted a decrease in precipitation (e.g., Yoshioka

et al., 2007; Yue et al., 2011b). The disagreement may arise from various sources

of uncertainties spanning from those associated with the difference in dust optical

properties to the ability of models to resolve regional circulation features.

Conventionally, aerosol climate interaction is explained based on either “solar
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dimming” hypothesis or semi-direct effect including Elevated Heat Pump (EHP) hy-

potheses. “Solar dimming” refers to the partial shutdown of solar radiation at surface,

due to scattering and absorption by aerosols, which eventually leads to a reduced la-

tent heat flux and weakened water-cycle. However, Miller (2012) emphasized the

primacy of the TOA forcing over surface forcing in controlling the atmospheric and

oceanic temperature anomalies using a simple coupled ocean-atmosphere model. The

atmospheric temperature is primarily determined by the TOA forcing not only at

the equilibrium stage (Miller , 2012; Cess et al., 1985), but during nearly the entire

approach to equilibrium. In case of absorbing aerosol, the anomalous diabatic heating

from shortwave absorption by dust layer induce local or global circulation changes,

leads to further changes in aerosol forcing. EHP hypothesis is a manifestation of this

effect based on specific assumptions on the horizontal distribution, elevation of the

dust layer and season, which is explained in (Lau et al., 2006) as follows. Black carbon

mixed dust accumulated along the foothills of Himalayas in April and May months

provides an elevated heat source from the shortwave heating, causing the air warm

and rise above the southern escarpment of the Tibetan Plateau. This enhanced rising

motion draws warmer and moist low-level air from the Indian Ocean as the Indian

summer monsoon approaches and enhances the rainfall, which positively feedbacks to

the strength of monsoon due to diabatic heating from precipitation. Lau et al. (2009)

found a similar mechanism over WAM region, which emphasize the responses of the

atmospheric water cycle to dust forcing.

1.2.4 Dust Direct Radiative Effect and MENA climate

The direct radiative effect of dust on MENA climate is of great interest due primarily

to the fact that global dust loading is mainly confined in this region, specifically to

the north of the tropical rainbelt. The radiative balance, and hence the temperature,

of the region is immediately influenced by the radiative perturbations induced by
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dust. Furthermore, the region includes Sahel, which is one of the most vulnerable

regions to climate variability and changes. The Sahel climate greatly depends on the

strength and seasonal march of the tropical rainbelt (e.g., Lamb, 1978; Janicot , 1992a;

Sultan and Janicot , 2000). The succession of dry and wet years is a characteristic

feature of the Sahelian climate, where a prolonged drought commenced in the late

1960s and continued until the 1990s. This prolonged drought is considered to be

one of the largest climate variations recorded in the twentieth century (Dai et al.,

2004; Hulme, 1996). Dust radiative forcing and feedback was proposed as one of

the possible mechanisms for these variabilities in the Sahel climate (e.g., Brooks and

Legrand , 2000; Nicholson, 2000; Prospero and Lamb, 2003; Yoshioka et al., 2007),

which emphasizes the significant role of dust radiative effects in the region’s climate.

Similarly, eastern equatorial Africa is noted for extreme climate variability, with severe

droughts and massive floods in alternate years (Nicholson, 2014a,b). Therefore, dust-

induced changes in the strength and position of the tropical rainbelt are of great

importance in this region.

Conventionally, the mean climate and its variability in equatorial Africa is ex-

plained based on the strength and the seasonal march of the rainbelt or the Inter

Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Many of the previous studies linked the Sahel

drought to an anomalous southward shift of ITCZ (Janicot , 1992a,b; Lamb, 1978;

Lamb and Peppler , 1992) from its climatological mean summer position. By compar-

ing simulations from 22 coupled General Circulation Model (GCM)s, conducted for

the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), Suzuki (2011) showed that the seasonal

march of the ITCZ over Africa is a robust phenomenon unlike that over other regions

and has the least intermodel difference in ITCZ. Nonetheless, the terms “ITCZ” and

“tropical rainbelt” have been treated synonymously in many of these previous stud-

ies. Recent studies (e.g., Nicholson, 2009) showed that the ITCZ, which is classically

defined as a zone of surface wind convergence, is effectively detached from the systems
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that produce much of the tropical rainfall over West Africa. Žagar et al. (2011) also

showed that the ITCZ defined by precipitation maxima and that defined by wind

convergence are not collocated over land. The bulk of the rainfall over tropical Africa

is associated with a deep core of ascent lying between the AEJ and TEJ, which is

far south of the location of the ITCZ defined by wind convergence (Nicholson, 2009).

Following these studies, the current study distinguishes between “ITCZ” and “rain-

belt,” where the former represents the loci of meridional wind convergence and the

latter represents the belt of maximum precipitation representing the ascending limb

of the Hadley circulation.

As in the upper-middle troposphere, there are synoptic-scale circulation features

in the lower troposhere with a strong zonal component, which are considered to

be key features of the MENA climate. The world’s two major monsoons, Indian

Summer Monsoon (ISM) and WAM, are the major circulations among them. These

circulations reside in the proximity of the MENA dust belt, at the eastern and western

boundaries, respectively; which is not by coincidence but due to the strong coupling

between monsoon and deserts (e.g., Rodwell and Hoskins , 1996). Though these two

synoptic systems have their origin partly outside of the MENA domain, especially

ISM, they are considered to be some of the major drivers of climate in the region.

Therefore the dust impact on these synoptic circulations could effectively feedback the

responses inside MENA. Again, this is another good example, showing the advantage

of a GCM over RCM for the regional climate sensitivity to some forcings, since GCMs

account for the forcing induced changes outside the domain of interest and its influence

back in the domain. WAM is particularly decisive in defining the regional climate

over equatorial Africa, as they are the major moisture supplying circulation for the

interior tropical Africa. Hence, changes in the strength and latitudinal extent of WAM

are particularly important for equatorial Africa, especially for Sahel which marks the

boundary of the ascending limb of regional Hadley circulation.
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Similarly, the heat lows over interior deserts such as SHL, Sudan Heat Low (SuHL)

and Arabian Heat Low (AHL) are also vital in configuring the circulation pattern over

MENA region. Any changes in the strength and position of these quasi-static lows

due to dust direct radiative effect could also mediate the net climate response over

this region.

1.2.5 Dust Shortwave Absorption: An important Uncertainty

in the Estimation of Direct Radiative Effect

Although prior studies demonstrated various plausible mechanisms involved in the

dust-rainbelt interaction, significant uncertainty still remains in both quantitative

and qualitative conclusions among these studies. Uncertainty in the response of

tropical rainbelt across MENA to dust radiative effect is a good example. Many of the

prior modeling studies showed strengthening of the summer rainbelt across MENA,

in response to dust direct radiative effect (e.g., Lau et al., 2009; Yue et al., 2011b;

Bangalath and Stenchikov , 2015), while others predict its weakening (e.g., Yoshioka

et al., 2007; Yue et al., 2011a). The uncertainty in the dust refractive index estimates

and the consequent uncertainty in the dust shortwave absorption are proposed to be

a major cause of the disparity (e.g., Solmon et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2004b).

The imaginary part of complex refractive index represents the strength of dust ab-

sorption, which is a function of the iron oxide content in the particle such as hematite

and geothite (e.g., Patterson et al., 1977; Claquin et al., 1998; Sokolik and Toon,

1999). It has been shown that the values of the imaginary part of the shortwave re-

fractive index, vary by an order of magnitude among various studies (Balkanski et al.,

2007). As a result, the SSA, an optical measure that characterizes the ratio between

scattering and absorption in the total extinction, also varies significantly. Among

various estimates, the value of bulk SSA (at 500 nm) ranges from highly absorbing

values ( 0.7 - 0.9) (e.g., Otto et al., 2009; Slingo et al., 2006; Raut and Chazette,
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2008; Haywood et al., 2001) to almost non-absorbing values that go higher up to 0.99

(e.g., Tanré et al., 2001; Osborne et al., 2008; Dubovik et al., 2002). Furthermore,

measurements from in situ dust samples generally infer higher shortwave absorption

than that from remote sensing techniques (e.g., Haywood et al., 2003; Kaufman et al.,

2001). It should also be noted that dust chemical properties and refractive indices

vary depending on the source region. That is, each dust particle is different in terms

of SSA. In short, there is no general agreement on the strength of dust shortwave ab-

sorption and the value of SSA. This disagreement among various estimates continues

to be an area of active debate among climate scientists.

The large uncertainty in the dust SSA estimates among various observational and

modeling studies could induce similar uncertainties in the sign and magnitude of radia-

tive forcing and corresponding climate responses. Many previous studies attempted

to quantify the uncertainty in radiative forcing related to shortwave absorption (e.g.,

Balkanski et al., 2007), however, very few attempted to estimate the sensitivity of

the resulting climate responses, especially on a regional scale. That said, a broad

scrutiny of the previous modeling studies shows that the simulations that predicted

weakening of the MENA rainbelt in response to dust radiative effect used less absorb-

ing dust (large SSA) (e.g., Yoshioka et al., 2007; Yue et al., 2011a), whereas those

that predicted a strengthening of the rainbelt used highly absorbing dust (e.g., Lau

et al., 2009; Yue et al., 2011b; Bangalath and Stenchikov , 2015). However, mod-

els used in these previous studies differ from each other not only in the strength of

dust shortwave absorption but also in other aspects such as total dust loading and

its spatio-temporal variability, various optical properties of dust, model resolution,

model components and models’ internal variability. Therefore, an inter-comparison of

these previous studies cannot faithfully draw conclusions on the sensitivity of climate

response to dust shortwave absorption. It all boils down to the need for simulations

from a single model with varying amounts of dust shortwave absorption, for a better
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assessment of the sensitivity. There were some specific efforts along this line, which

were conducted using either coarse resolution global models or regional climate mod-

els. The global experiments with GCMs generally focus on global scale responses and

they refrain from detailed regional analysis mainly due to their conventional coarser

spatial resolution (e.g., Colarco et al., 2014). On the contrary, the experiments us-

ing RCMs (e.g., Solmon et al., 2008) fail to incorporate the global-scale circulation

response to dust radiative forcing that span outside the domain of RCM, although

they represent regional-scale responses in detail. An original and forthright solution

to overcoming these issues is to use high-resolution global simulation.

1.2.6 High-resolution global simulations for regional climate

studies

Dust in the atmosphere is not uniformly distributed in space as well as in time.

Spatially, the dust loading is mainly confined to the dry subtropics associated with

major deserts, among which North African and Arabian deserts are the most promi-

nent dust source regions, accounting for more than half of the global dust emissions

(Prospero et al., 2002). It has already been demonstrated that the climate response

to such spatially inhomogeneous forcing is not necessarily collocated with the forcing

(e.g., Mitchell et al., 1995; Shindell and Faluvegi , 2009; Shindell et al., 2010). Rather,

the response could extend well beyond the forcing location. Tropical atmosphere is

especially efficient in adjusting and redistributing localized forcings throughout the

tropics, because of its large Rossby Radius of deformation, compared to mid-latitude

(Yu and Neelin, 1997). Unlike the mid-latitudes, where the poleward heat transport is

achieved by transient baroclinic eddies and stationary waves, large-scale overturning

circulations function as heat transporting mechanism in the tropics (e.g., Trenberth

and Solomon, 1994). The regional climate in the tropics thus greatly depends on

the strength and spatio-temporal extent of the global scale overturning circulations
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such as Hadley and Walker circulations along with synoptic scale circulations such as

Jet streams and monsoons. As these circulations determine the sequence of weather

events, they ultimately define the climatic regimes of a given region (Giorgi and

Mearns , 1991). Therefore it is essential to incorporate not only the regional circula-

tion features but also global circulation responses to study the regional climate re-

sponse to dust forcing. However, the coarser spatial resolution of conventional GCMs

and the forced boundary conditions in the RCMs were the main hurdles in modelling

and analyzing these aspects (Sud et al., 2009). The Majority of modeling studies,

which explored the influence of mineral dust radiative forcing on the climate, used

coarse resolution GCMs (e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1998; Yoshioka et al., 2007; Perlwitz

et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2009; Yue et al., 2011a), though there are a few studies us-

ing RCMs (e.g., Ahn et al., 2007; Konare et al., 2008; Solmon et al., 2008). On the

one hand, RCMs offer the advantages of a sufficient resolution for regional climate

sensitivity studies, but with the caveat of lacking the two-way interaction between

regional and global scale responses to dust. On the other hand GCM experiments

were constrained by their coarse resolution to analyze the regional climate responses,

though they incorporate the expansive representation of dust-climate interaction.

In this context, the current research exploits the high spatial resolution capabilities

of an AGCM, High Resolution Atmospheric Model (HiRAM), to investigate the dust

direct radiative effect on the regional climate of MENA. Global simulations have

been conducted at a spatial resolution of 25 km, which ensure an ample resolution

for regional climate sensitivity analysis in conjunction with the ability to account

for global and regional responses to dust direct radiative effect. More specifically,

our high-resolution simulations provide a unique opportunity to examine, how the

dust induced circulation anomalies at various scales, influence regional climate. To

the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are few published results on dust-climate

interaction using a GCM at a spatial resolution of about 25 km or better and, in this
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sense, this study is a forerunner.

1.3 Research Questions

The dissertation aims to explore the direct radiative effect of mineral dust on MENA

climate. In view of the fact that regional climates are determined by both the local

radiative balance and the global to regional scale circulation patterns, the study

utilizes the high-resolution capabilities of a global model (HiRAM), which account

for multi-scale circulations and their mutual interactions. HiRAM simulations at a

spatial resolution of 25 km, with and without dust radiative effects, are conducted to

demonstrate the climate response to direct radiative effect. Specific research questions

addressed by the dissertation are listed below.

1. Estimation of DDRF and radiative heating rates, as measures of dust

direct radiative effect.

To assess and attribute the mineral dust radiative effect on the climate, esti-

mation of the DDRF is indispensable. The spatiotemporal characteristics of

the DDRF, at surface, within the atmosphere and at the TOA is estimated.

Since the instantaneous response to the dust radiative effect in the atmosphere

is to change the atmospheric energy balance, the corresponding changes in the

radiative heating rate will also be analyzed in detail.

2. How does MENA climate respond to dust direct radiative effect?

And, how do multi-scale circulation responses mediate the net climate

response?

MENA is the most dust laden region on the globe and supposedly a region

that is hugely impacted by dust radiative effect. The region is characterized by

extremely high temperature and scarce rainfall. The climate of this region is

greatly controlled by both the large-scale overturning circulations, and regional
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scale circulations such as monsoon, jets and waves. Therefore, responses in

circulations to dust radiative effect at different scales could greatly mediate the

net response in the rainfall and temperature of the region. The study thus

analyses the responses in the main circulation features at various scales and

their mutual interactions, to understand the climate response of MENA to dust

radiative effect.

3. What is the role of dust direct radiative effect on Sahel rainfall?

A major focus of the study will be the much debated scientific question on

the role of dust forcing on Sahel rainfall: Whether dust radiative effect will

green Sahel or not? To answer this question, the response of regional Hadley

circulation over Africa, whose strength and spatial extent are crucial in defining

the climate of Sahel, is analyzed extensively. The study give a special emphasize

to this question through out the dissertation.

4. How sensitive are the climate responses to varying dust shortwave

absorption?

Shortwave absorption is one of the most important, but the most uncertain,

components of direct radiative effect by mineral dust. It has a broad range

of estimates from different observational and modeling studies and there is no

consensus on the strength of absorption. The study aims to elucidate the sensi-

tivity of the MENA climate to a plausible range of uncertainty in dust shortwave

absorption. By conducting simulations with various dust shortwave absorption,

the study explores the sensitivity of the climate and circulation responses at

different scales.
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Chapter 2

Model and Experiment Design

The global simulations at horizontal resolution of 25 km and even higher are becoming

possible nowadays due to improved super-computing infrastructure and highly scal-

able dynamical cores (e.g., Zhao et al., 2009; Shaffrey et al., 2009; Lin, 2004; Putman

et al., 2005; Hack et al., 2006). At this range of spatial resolution, models explicitly

resolve important mesoscale features, weather events (e.g., Zhao et al., 2009; Jung

et al., 2012) and better simulate the orographically induced circulations and associ-

ated precipitation modulations (e.g., Boyle and Klein, 2010; Lau and Ploshay , 2009).

In the present study experiments are conducted using such a high resolution AGCM,

HiRAM, developed at Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) (Zhao et al.,

2009).

The general idea of the experiment is to conduct HiRAM simulations with and

without dust radiative effects, to descry the dust effect on climate. In order to delin-

eate the sensitivity the sensitivity of climate response to dust shortwave absorption,

simulations with varying shortwave absorption have been conducted.

2.1 High Resolution Atmospheric Model (HiRAM)

HiRAM was designed to provide an improved representation of weather events in a

GCM and to use for applications ranging from weekly forecast to climate projections.

The model is developed based on the GFDL Atmospheric Model version 2 (AM2) with

certain modifications, as explained in Zhao et al. (2009). It has horizontal resolution
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flexibility up to a few kilometers and has an improved vertical resolution (32 levels)

compared to AM2. HiRAM employs a finite-volume cubed-sphere dynamical core

(Lin, 2004; Putman and Lin, 2007). The present study uses the C360 version of

HiRAM which has 25-km horizontal grid spacing with 360 by 360 finite-volume cells

on each face of the cube. A non-intrusive shallow convective scheme (Bretherton

et al., 2004) replaces the customary deep convective scheme by extending the former

to simulate deep convection (Zhao et al., 2009). The model preserves most of the

parameterizations of its parent model AM2, including radiative transfer, surface flux,

boundary layer, orographic gravity wave drag parameterizations and large-scale cloud

microphysics, with necessary modifications as resolution increases. The shortwave

and longwave radiative parameterizations are the modified Anderson et al. (2004)

schemes of Freidenreich and Ramaswamy (1999) and Schwarzkopf and Ramaswamy

(1999), respectively. The present study conducts AMIP-style simulations forced with

the observed monthly Sea Surface Temperature (SST) from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice

and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) data set (Rayner et al., 2003). The model

is coupled to the new GFDL land model version 3 (LM3), as the land component.

The aerosol concentrations, including dust, are prescribed from the offline cal-

culations of a global chemistry transport model, the Model for OZone and Related

chemical Tracers (MOZART) (Horowitz et al., 2003). The estimates of the concen-

trations of aerosol are found to be within a factor of 2 of the observed values (Ginoux

et al., 2006). Dust sources are from the Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and

Transport (GOCART) model (Ginoux et al., 2001). Dust size distribution is dis-

cretized into eight bins from 0.1 to 10 µm. Dust optical properties are estimated by

assuming all dust particles originates from Sahara. The study also assumes the dust

particles are hydrophobic, which makes the dust optical properties independent of

ambient humidity. A detailed validation of the concentration and distribution of dust

loading data used in the present study has been done in Ginoux et al. (2006). The
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seasonal cycle and spatial distribution of dust loading have been well represented.

And it has also been shown that the comparison of AOD ( in the present data set)

with satellite and ground-based measurements is most accurate over regions where

and when dust dominates the total extinction (Ginoux et al., 2006). The specific

extinction coefficients of dust are calculated from Mie theory using refractive indices

from the recent estimates of Balkanski et al. (2007), for shortwave bands, and from

Volz (1973) for longwave bands. Calculations assume three different cases of hematite

content in dust by volume, 2.7%, 1.5% and 0.9%, which represent dust as a very ef-

ficient, standard and inefficient shortwave absorber, respectively (Balkanski et al.,

2007).

2.2 Experiment Design

Four HiRAM experiments (Table 2.1) are conducted for a 11 year period (1999−2009).

Each of these experiments comprises three ensemble members simulated from slightly

different initial conditions. One seasonal cycles (one year) is omitted from further

analysis to avoid a spin-up period. The “NoDUST” experiment omits dust radiative

forcing in the simulations. The three other simulations, “DUST0.9”, “DUST1.5” and

“DUST2.7” accounts for the radiative effect of dust with a hematite content of 0.9%,

1.5% and 2.7% respectively. Atmospheric response to dust direct radiative effect

can then be estimated as the difference in climate variables between with and with-

out dust experiments. Similarly, the sensitivity of atmospheric response to varying

dust shortwave absorption can be estimated by an inter-comparison of the anomalies

of climate variables in these three different simulations, compared to the NoDUST

simulation.
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2.3 Calculations of Direct Radiative Effect

In general, radiative forcing and heating rate anomalies are used as a general metric

to characterize the radiative impact of aerosol on climate. Fundamentally, both the

measures represent the change in radiation or heating rate due to the presence of

aerosol in the atmosphere. However the estimation of these metrics require the calcu-

lation of instantaneous changes in radiative fluxes due to aerosol. In the present study,

to estimate the instantaneous radiative flux changes due to dust loading, the model

calls the radiation calculation twice at each radiation time step: one with dust influ-

ence and the other without dust influence. But, only the radiation fluxes calculated

with dust radiative effect feedback to the model evolution. Thus, the instantaneous

radiative forcing and heating rate anomalies can be estimated as the differences in

instantaneous fluxes and heating rates calculated with and without the dust effect,

respectively.

Table 2.1: Experiment design

Experiment Description

NoDUST Omit dust radiative effect in the simulation

DUST0.9 Include dust radiative effect with optical properties assuming 0.9% of hematite content by volume.

DUST1.5 Include dust radiative effect with optical properties assuming 1.5% of hematite content by volume.

DUST2.7 Include dust radiative effect with optical properties assuming 2.7% of hematite content by volume.

2.4 AMIP type simulations and SST feedback

It is important to note that in our Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project

(AMIP)-style simulations SST is prescribed with observed values. Such simulations

fail to account for the the potentially important SST feedback on the hydrologic cy-

cle. However, since prescribed SST assumes an ocean with infinite heat capacity,
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climate response from these simulations could be more representative of the response

over a time period of ocean response delay due to thermal inertia (Allen and Sher-

wood , 2011; Lau et al., 2006; Randles et al., 2013). In other words, the analyses

and interpretations in the present study should be understood as those based on

the atmosphere-only processes. Nevertheless, since the observed SST comprises the

anomaly caused by the physical-world forcings, simulations will be able to capture the

features which usually fail in coupled GCM experiments (Ott et al., 2010; Randles

et al., 2013). In other words, AMIP-style approach provides an ideal mean ocean

forcing, which helps to avoid the cold SST bias in equatorial ocean common to most

of the coupled GCMs, and hence helps to improve the representation of the strength

and position of the climatological mean rainbelt. It is well known that the Atlantic

SST in general, and specifically the near-equatorial SST gradient, plays an important

role in defining the strength and position of the rainbelt over MENA region (e.g.,

Folland et al., 1986; Nicholson and Dezfuli , 2013; Davey et al., 2002; Cook , 2008).
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Chapter 3

Dust Direct Radiative Effect

Radiative forcing and heating rate are the two most often used measures to character-

ize aerosol radiative effect on climate (e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1998; Yoshioka et al.,

2007; Perlwitz et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2009; Yue et al., 2010). Both the measures

help to quantify the perturbations in the radiative energy balance of the system, due

to the presence of aerosols. Direct radiative forcing and heating rate anomalies are

calculated and presented in the present chapter, to characterize the direct radiative

effect of dust aerosols on the climate. This chapter is largely composed of the content

from the two papers (Bangalath and Stenchikov , 2015, 2016) published as part of the

dissertation research.

3.1 Dust Direct Radiative Forcing

A generic definition of radiative forcing of aerosols would be the radiative flux per-

turbation induced by aerosols prior to any climate response (Hansen et al., 2005).

Complying with this, DDRF is defined and estimated as the “net (longwave + short-

wave) radiative flux difference between a state with dust loading and that without

dust loading (downwelling minus upwelling), calculated under the same meteorologi-

cal conditions,” in the current research. Hence, positive values represent warming of

the system, due to the presence of dust, while negative values indicate a cooling of

the system. Since mineral dust aerosol is an effective absorber at short wavelength,

the change in radiative fluxes within the atmosphere and at surface are equally as
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important as of that at the top of the atmosphere (e.g., Miller et al., 2004a). There-

fore the DDRF is estimated at both the surface and TOA. The difference between

the DDRF at TOA and that at surface can be deduced as the dust induced heating

or cooling in the atmosphere, which has the potential to alter the vertical stability of

the atmospheric column and temperature gradients, resulting in further circulation

changes.

Typically, aerosol radiative forcing estimations using information derived from

satellite or AERONET observations, are done only under clear-sky conditions, as it

is not straightforward to screen out the cloud effect on radiation from that of the

aerosols when they are collocated. Modeling studies generally prefer to estimate

forcing under all-sky conditions, mainly due to the uncertainties in cloud-free scenes

in the models (Chin, 2009). However, keeping in mind the disagreement between

satellite and modeling based estimates on dust absorption and DDRF (e.g., Haywood

et al., 2003; Kaufman et al., 2001; Moulin et al., 2001), the present study estimates

both clear-sky and all-sky forcing. Since clouds can mask the light scattered from

aerosols, aerosol direct radiative forcing is generally less at all-sky conditions than

that at clear-sky conditions (e.g., Schulz et al., 2006).

3.1.1 Global and Regional Averages

Annually averaged estimates of DDRF, for the three experiments assuming different

shortwave absorption, are shown in Table 3.3 and 3.4. DDRF is averaged sepa-

rately for Global and MENA domain, to show the heightened regional impact over

MENA. Averaged values of dust SSA corresponding to each experiment and domain

are shown in Table 3.1. The globally averaged dust SSA estimates range from 0.94

(in DUST0.9) to 0.86 (in DUST2.7). As dust shortwave absorption increases, the

SSA value naturally decreases as it is the ratio of scattering to total extinction.

The globally averaged DDRF at TOA is negative (cooling) in experiments as-
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Table 3.1: Averge SSA

Experiment Domain
Average SSA
(at 550 nm)

DUST0.9
Global 0.94
MENA 0.93

DUST1.5
Global 0.90
MENA 0.89

DUST2.7
Global 0.86
MENA 0.84

suming dust as an inefficient (DUST0.9) and standard (DUST1.5) absorber, in both

all-sky (Table 3.2) and clear-sky (Table 3.3) conditions. However, the magnitude of

forcing reduces as absorption increases and ultimately changes the sign (except for

global clear-sky) into positive (warming) in efficient absorber experiment (DUST2.7).

The globally averaged estimates range from -0.18 W/m2 (DUST0.9) to +0.04 W/m2

(DUST2.7) in all-sky condition and from -0.34 W/m2 (DUST0.9) to -0.14 W/m2

(DUST2.7) in clear-sky condition, as shortwave absorption increases. These values

compare well with the previous estimates (see Table 1 in Yue et al. (2010) and Table

6 in Balkanski et al. (2007)). Consistent with the previous studies, the all-sky forcing

is in general significantly less than the clear sky forcing. Regionally, over MENA the

forcing is almost one order higher than the global average.

Table 3.2: Annual All-sky DDRF

Experiment Domain
DDRF TOA DDRF Surface DDRF ATM

SW LW NET SW LW NET NET

DUST0.9
Global -0.29 +0.11 -0.18 -0.83 +0.37 -0.46 +0.27
MENA -2.11 +1.08 -1.03 -7.47 +4.35 -3.12 +2.09

DUST1.5
Global -0.20 +0.11 -0.09 -0.95 +0.36 -0.59 +0.49
MENA -1.28 +1.05 -0.23 -8.60 +4.22 -4.38 +4.15

DUST2.7
Global -0.07 +0.11 +0.04 -1.15 +0.36 -0.79 +0.83
MENA -0.08 +1.04 +0.96 -10.49 +4.19 -6.30 +7.27

At surface the net forcing is the sum of the radiative perturbations due to ab-

sorption and scattering in the atmosphere and hence is always negative (cooling).

Since dust is a good absorber at short-wavelength, the magnitude of surface DDRF

is always much higher than the TOA forcing. Surface forcing significantly increases
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Table 3.3: Annual Clear-sky DDRF

Experiment Domain
DDRF TOA DDRF Surface DDRF ATM

SW LW NET SW LW NET NET

DUST0.9
Global -0.48 +0.15 -0.34 -1.07 +0.45 -0.63 +0.29
MENA -2.68 +1.36 -1.32 -8.68 +5.01 -3.67 +2.35

DUST1.5
Global -0.41 +0.15 -0.26 -1.23 +0.45 -0.78 +0.52
MENA -1.87 +1.33 -0.54 -10.05 +4.89 -5.16 +4.63

DUST2.7
Global -0.28 +0.14 -0.14 -1.46 +0.44 -1.02 +0.88
MENA -0.63 +1.31 +0.68 -12.20 +4.86 -7.33 +8.02

as shortwave absorption increases (Table 3.2 & 3.3). The globally averaged values lie

between -0.46 W/m2 (DUST0.9) to -0.79 W/m2 (DUST2.7) in all-sky condition and

between -0.63 W/m2 (DUST0.9) to -1.02 W/m2 (DUST2.7) in clear-sky condition.

Again, these forcings are much higher over MENA.

The DDRF within the atmosphere (difference between DDRF at TOA and at sur-

face) can be deduced as the net dust induced heating within the atmosphere, which

ultimately perturbs the stability, cloud formation (semi-direct effect)(e.g., Hansen

et al., 1997) and consequently multi-scale circulations and precipitation. The DDRF

within the atmosphere is always warming (positive), which indicates that the short-

wave heating dominates the longwave cooling (Table 3.2 & 3.3). Atmospheric warm-

ing increases as shortwave absorption increases. The globally averaged forcing ranges

from +0.27 W/m2 to +0.83 W/m2 in all-sky conditions and from +0.29 W/m2 to

+0.88 W/m2 in clear-sky conditions.

In general, the MENA region experiences contrastingly high forcing at all levels

compared to the global average and the difference is almost one order of magnitude.

This is because the region has high dust loading associated with major source regions

and a relatively higher ratio of coarse to fine mode dust particles (not shown) near

these source regions. Higher coarse mode dust fraction leads to reduced SSA and

increased absorption (e.g., Otto et al., 2009; Ryder et al., 2013). This is why the

MENA region experiences reduced SSA compared to the global average (Table 3.1).
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3.1.2 Spatial Characteristics

As the present study specifically focuses on climate responses during the boreal sum-

mer season, the spatial pattern of summer DDRF are depicted for different exper-

iments separately at TOA, surface and within the atmosphere. Figure 3.1. shows

global patterns of all-sky DDRF at TOA during summer, for all the three experi-

ments, assuming varying dust shortwave absorption.

The most noticeable feature of the TOA forcing, in general, is the change in the

sign of the forcing regionally. Over bright deserts the forcing is positive (warming)

and over darker ocean, it is negative (cooling). This is due to the fact that the

TOA aerosol forcing is highly dependent on the effective albedo of the underlying

surface (”albedo effect”) in addition to its dependency on the physical, chemical and

optical properties of the particles (e.g., Liao and Seinfeld , 1998; Claquin et al., 1998;

Stier et al., 2007; Chỳlek and Coakley , 1974; Kaufman, 1987). In other words, if the

combined aerosol-surface system reflects less solar radiation than does the surface

alone, the TOA forcing becomes positive (warming the system). Over bright deserts,

where surface albedo generally exceeds 0.3, the low SSA values of dust can lead to

a combined dust-surface system darker than the underlying surface. Therefore, the

value of dust SSA becomes a decisive factor in determining the sign of the TOA

forcing over deserts. However, over dark surfaces like the ocean, where surface albedo

is generally less than 0.1, it is less probable to have positive forcing with the range

of SSA that dust generally has. Moreover, absorbing aerosols such as dust, situated

above a cloud layer, can induce positive TOA forcing in all-sky conditions, as the cloud

layer can effectively act as a brighter underlying surface in this case (e.g., Schulz et al.,

2006; Haywood and Ramaswamy , 1998).
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Figure 3.1: Mean summer (JJA) all-sky DDRF (W/m2) at TOA while dust is assumed
to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard (DUST1.5 case) and (c)
inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave. Positive values represent warming
of the system and negative values denote cooling of the system, by definition. The
green rectangle in Figure 1a outlines the borders of MENA region.

In terms of the sensitivity of the TOA forcing to varying dust shortwave absorp-

tion, the positive forcing (warming) over MENA diminishes and even changes the sign

as SSA increases (going from DUST2.7 to DUST0.9), especially at regions like Sahel.

Similarly, the cooling over the oceanic region (negative TOA forcing) enhances as the

shortwave absorption reduces. In effect there is a contrast even in the magnitude
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of the TOA forcing between adjacent land and ocean. As the shortwave absorption

increases (from DUST0.9 to DUST2.7), positive TOA forcing over land intensifies

and negative TOA forcing over ocean reduces significantly. It implies that if the dust

assumes high SSA value, the major impact will be over land (deserts) rather than

the downwind oceanic region, in terms of TOA forcing. This differential TOA forcing

over adjacent land and ocean could potentially influence local circulations originating

from the land-sea thermal contrast, such as WAM and land-sea breezes.

Figure 3.2 depicts all-sky DDRF at surface. At surface, the DDRF is always

cooling (negative) as it is the combined effect of absorption and scattering in the

atmosphere. Surface forcing is extremely sensitive to the SSA or hematite content, as

it is a strong function of the shortwave absorption within the atmosphere. Therefore,

as the absorption reduces (Figure 3.2), DDRF at surface also reduces. This indicates

the significant role of atmospheric shortwave absorption to the surface DDRF.

Forcing within the atmosphere can be seen as the difference between TOA and

surface forcing, which can induce a variety of climate effects by influencing the vertical

stability, cloud formation (semi-direct effect or “cloud burning off”) and circulation

patterns. EHP hypotheses (Lau et al., 2009, 2006) (a regional manifestation of semi-

direct effect), is a typical example of how the heating within the atmosphere induced

by dust will influence circulation. DDRF (all-sky) within the atmosphere is estimated

by subtracting forcing at TOA from that at surface (Fig. 3.3). The forcing is always

warming (positive) within the atmosphere, to which the atmosphere primarily respond

dynamically. And the magnitude of the forcing is sensitive to shortwave absorption.

As expected, warming reduces as shortwave absorption reduces. The heat trapped in

the atmosphere (warming) in DUST1.5 experiment is almost twice larger than that

of DUST0.9 and it becomes thrice larger in DUST2.7 case.
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Figure 3.2: Mean summer (JJA) all-sky DDRF (W/m2) at surface while dust is
assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard (DUST1.5 case)
and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave. Positive values represent
warming of the system and negative values denote cooling of the system, by definition.

The role of surface radiative forcing (reduced radiation in the present case) in the

climate response is through changes in surface heat fluxes, dominantly in latent heat

flux over the oceanic region. However, negative forcing at the ocean surface does

not feedback as reduced latent heat flux in the present simulations, as the bottom

boundary condition is prescribed by observed SST. Therefore, as we omit the main

feedback from surface forcing, climate response is primarily to the forcing within the
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atmosphere (atmosphere-only response).

Figure 3.3: Mean summer (JJA) all-sky DDRF (W/m2) within the atmosphere while
dust is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard (DUST1.5
case) and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave. Positive values rep-
resent warming of the system and negative values denote cooling of the system, by
definition.

DDRF has a strong hemispheric contrast associated with the fact that the geo-

graphical location of the major dust source regions, including major deserts, lies in

the northern hemisphere (NH). This contrast in DDRF distribution is most evident

over MENA region. To the north of the tropical rainbelt, there is an immense dust
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loading and corresponding radiative effect, while dust radiative effect is negligible

to the south of the rainbelt. This could induce inter-hemispheric differential heat-

ing, which presumably influences the north-south temperature gradient and the local

Hadley circulation.

3.2 Dust Induced Radiative Heating Rate

To explicitly portray the radiative perturbation within the atmosphere, its distribu-

tion aloft and the north-south gradient in the perturbations, a latitude-height cross

section of zonally averaged (200W-600E) dust induced anomaly (shaded contours) in

radiative heating rate (shortwave+longwave) is plotted (Figure 3.4).

To compare the relative importance of the dust induced heating anomaly in the

net radiation budget of the region, net radiative heating rate is overlaid as contour

lines. Dust induced radiative heating is concentrated over the northern hemispheric

subtropics, associated with Sahara and Arabian deserts. The magnitude of the dust

induced heating is comparable to the values of the climatological net radiative heating

rate and the core of this heating goes up to the middle troposphere (up to 500 hPa).

In effect, dust causes a strong hemispheric gradient in the net heating rate through-

out the lower-mid troposphere. Most importantly, the net radiative cooling over the

northern subtropics is visibly half of that of the remaining tropics, indicating the im-

portance of dust induced heating in the radiative profile of this region. That is to say,

the dust induced positive heating rate can effectively reduce the net radiative cooling

from the region and it can potentially act as an off-equator heating source. Lindzen

and Hou (1988) proved that heating off the equator induces profound asymmetries

in the Hadley circulation. Their simplified calculations showed that, as the heating

moves off the equator, the latitude separating the two cells moves further into the

summer hemisphere. In this context, dust induced radiative heating, asymmetrically

placed over the northern hemispheric subtropics, is thought to alter the local Hadley
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circulation strength and position.

Figure 3.4: Vertical cross-section of zonally averaged (200W − 600E) mean sum-
mer (JJA) radiative heating rate (shortwave + longwave) anomaly induced by dust
(shaded contours) overlaid on net radiative heating rate as contour lines, while dust
is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard (DUST1.5 case)
and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave.

Sensitivity of this asymmetric heating pattern to shortwave absorption, are delin-

eated by portraying the dust induced heating rate anomalies for all three experiments

(Figure 3.4). As absorption increases (from DUST0.9 to DUST2.7), the heating rate

increases and hence the inter-hemispheric heating gradient also strengthens. This
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strengthening of inter-hemispheric heating gradient could potentially make the circu-

lation responses, especially that of those circulations driven by the meridional heating

or temperature gradient, sensitive to dust shortwave absorption.
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Chapter 4

Climate Responses over MENA and the Role of Overturning

Circulations

As seen from the previous chapter (3), scattering and absorption of solar and plan-

etary radiation by dust particles, perturb the radiative energy balance of the atmo-

spheric column. However, the perturbation in the energy balance is not uniform in

space as well as in time; rather it varies as a function of dust loading, dust optical

properties and the properties of the underlying surface and the atmospheric column.

The climate responds to the radiative perturbations, primarily, by adjusting the lo-

cal temperature profiles which in turn creates pressure gradients in the atmosphere.

As a consequence, circulations at various scales changes since they are essentially

driven by the pressure gradients in the atmosphere. This chapter provides a detailed

investigation on how precipitation and temperature, the two fundamental variables

for describing a region’s climate, over MENA are influenced by the dust radiative

effect and how do the overturning circulation and rainbelt responses mediate the net

responses in precipitation and temperature over MENA.

Climate response forced by the direct radiative effect of dust has been character-

ized and estimated by the difference in the seasonal ensemble mean of meteorological

fields between various simulations with dust and that without dust. A statistical

significance of the response is estimated at 95% confidence for all these variables,

using the two-tailed Student’s t-test. The statistically significant areas are marked

by hatching in the figures. The model performance has been evaluated by comparing

simulated state against observation and re-analyses datasets, in respective sections.
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The standard shortwave absorbing case, DUST1.5, is considered for validating the

model performance.

4.1 Tropical Rainbelt and Sahel Rainfall

In terms of precipitation, the dominant meteorological feature in the MENA domain

is the tropical rainbelt, during summer. The strength, position and the seasonal

march of the rainbelt greatly define the region’s climate in general, and of Sahel in

particular. Tropical rainbelt can be viewed in the first place as the ascending limb

of Hadley circulation. However, the regional and local circulations embedded within

this large-scale overturning, modify the mean picture of the rainbelt. It is discussed

in chapter (5), in detail. The responses in precipitation and cloudiness have been

analyzed as a proxy for the response of rainbelt.

Firstly, to evaluate the model performance in reproducing precipitation climatol-

ogy over MENA, the mean summer (JJA) precipitation has been validated (Figure

4.1) against the GPCP (Adler et al., 2003) data set. Model averaged precipitation

captures the key features of the observed precipitation climatology (Figure 4.1) quite

realistically, especially the strength and shape of the tropical rainbelt across this re-

gion. Additionally, the local precipitation maxima associated with the orographic

features are better represented in HiRAM simulations, due to its high spatial res-

olution. To demonstrate the location of ITCZ defined by wind convergence, zero

meridional wind contour between 50S to 200N is overlaid on the mean precipitation

(Figure 4.1b). As previously noted by Nicholson (2009), the ITCZ and the tropical

rain belts are completely detached and the separation even goes up to about 1000 km

in West Africa.
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Figure 4.1: Mean Summer (JJA) precipitation rate (kg/m2/day) in (a) Global Precip-
itation Climatology Project (GPCP) and in (b) HiRAM (DUST1.5 case) simulations.

The response of precipitation to dust radiative effect in all the three cases are

shown in Figure 4.2. The thick red contour bounds the area where rainfall is above 3

kg/m2/day to depict the position of the rainbelt. The shaded contours are the pre-

cipitation response in each experiment calculated by subtracting the mean summer

precipitation of each experiment with dust from that of the NoDUST experiment.

Therefore, the values can be inferred as the changes due to dust radiative effect. In

general, a statistically significant precipitation enhancement is predicted in the north-

ern half of the tropical rain belt (Figure 4.2), as a response to dust radiative effect.

Conversely, the precipitation weakens in the southern part of the belt, though the
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reduction is not statistically significant everywhere. This makes a north-south dipole

structure in response, indicating a possible northward shift of the local Hadley cell,

which is confirmed hereinafter. However, over West Africa, the dipolar response pat-

tern is not that apparent; instead, a widespread enhancement is predicted throughout

the tropics. This could be attributed to the feedback from WAM circulation response,

which has dominant zonal flow that covers the entire tropical lower troposphere in

West Africa. This response is consistent with the EHP mechanism proposed for the

monsoon intensification (Lau et al., 2006, 2009), in response to dust radiative effects.

By this mechanism, the warmed air in the elevated dust layer, over West Africa and

the eastern Atlantic, rises and spawns a large-scale onshore flow carrying moist air

from the eastern Atlantic and the Gulf of Guinea. This enhanced onshore moisture

flow increases the cloudiness and rainfall during WAM season, throughout the West

African tropics, which in turn makes the north-south dipolar structure of response

less pronounced over West Africa. A detailed analyses of the WAM response and its

sensitivity to shortwave absorption is given in the following chapter (5).

A comparison of the response among experiments (Figure 4.2) shows that the

rainbelt intensity and position of the rainbelt is sensitive to dust shortwave absorp-

tion. The rainbelt intensifies and shifts further northward, as the absorption increases

(DUST0.9 to DUST2.7). Moreover, as absorption increases, larger areas of the rain-

belt response become statistically significant. Furthermore, the dipole pattern in the

response almost vanishes as absorption reduces (DUST0.9). Over the semi-arid strip

between Sahara and the tropical forest or savanna, including the Sahel region, the

predicted precipitation response is about 1.5 kg/m2/day in DUST2.7 case, which is

about 20% of the mean summer precipitation. The response becomes negligible and

statistically insignificant as it goes to DUST0.9 case. The semi-arid region including

Sahel is climatically very sensitive and ecologically vulnerable and is characterized

by strong climatic variations and an erratic rainfall that ranges between 200 mm
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and 600 mm annually with coefficients of variation ranging from 15 to 30% (Fox and

Rockström, 2003). The predicted sensitivity of rainbelt response to dust shortwave

absorption is thus crucial for the Sahel climate.

Figure 4.2: Precipitation response (kg/m2/day) to dust radiative effect while dust
is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard (DUST1.5 case)
and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave, during summer (JJA). The
responses are estimated as the difference between simulations with dust radiative
effect and without dust radiative effect. Areas where the response is statistically
significant (student’s t test) at 95% level, are hatched. The thick red contour overlaid
on the shaded response portrays area where rainfall is above 3 kg/m2/day, to depict
the position of the rainbelt.
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Even though the precipitation response around the rainbelt has a dipole pattern,

in general, there are some “hotspots” with strikingly anomalous responses. A sta-

tistically significant intense weakening of precipitation, up to about 3 kg/m2/day

(DUST2.7 case), is observed along the eastern extent of CAB (over the Ethiopian

Highlands), the north-east directed convergence zone between ISM circulation and

unstable air from the Congo. Another hotspot is the southwestern tip of the Arabian

Peninsula, where the Tokar gap wind jet interacts with Asir escarpment mountain on

the western coast of Arabia. The precipitation enhancement is about 4 kg/m2/day

in DUST2.7 case, which is about 50% of the mean precipitation over this region.

Another hotspot in response is over the climatological summer precipitation max-

ima over the Cameroon highlands and the nearby coast, where the WAM circulation

interacts with the highlands. All these areas are, climatologically, very well distin-

guished as precipitation maxima regions during boreal summer, and the orographic

precipitation is the major contributor to the mean rainfall in all of these three re-

gions. Importantly, all these “hotspots” are sensitive to dust shortwave absorption.

The response becomes negligibly small and statistically insignificant as shortwave

absorption reduces (DUT0.9 case). These locally amplified precipitation responses

emphasize the importance of high resolution modelling for assessing regional/local

sensitivity to a certain spatially heterogeneous forcing, as in our case.

A more direct proxy for convective activities and the ascending limb of Hadley cell

or rainbelt would be the cloudiness. The model performance in reproducing cloudiness

in the MENA domain has been validated against ERA-Interim data (Dee et al., 2011)

(Figure 4.3). The model captures the mean structure, strength and spatial extent of

cloudiness adequately well. Like in the case of precipitation, HiRAM better represent

finer details, especially that related to orographic maxima. However, model predicts

the northward extent of rainbelt much poleward. In other words, model overestimates

rainfall over Sahel region.
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Figure 4.3: Mean Summer (JJA) total cloud amount (%) in (a) Era Interim Re-
analyses and in (b) HiRAM (DUST1.5 case) simulations.

The response in cloudiness to dust forcing and its sensitivity to the uncertainty

in shortwave absorption are analyzed in Figure 4.4, as a proxy for rainbelt response.

Note that the dust indirect effect is not included in the simulations. Thus, the cloud

response could either be from the “dust semi-direct” effect (thermodynamic effect),

whereby absorption of radiation and the consequent warming of the atmosphere leads

to reduction in cloud cover (“burning off clouds”) by reducing the ambient relative

humidity and evaporation of the clouds (Hansen et al., 1997), and/or from the large-

scale dynamic response to dust radiative effect. A wide-spread statistically significant

enhancement in the cloudiness throughout the tropics is predicted in response to
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dust radiative effect, in all three cases (Figure 4.4). The thick red contour bounds

the areas with cloudiness above 70% as a proxy of the position of the rainbelt or

the ascending branch of the Hadley cell. Overall, the cloud response is stronger and

statistically significant in more areas, compared to the precipitation response. Unlike

the precipitation response, the northward extent of cloud cover is more advanced.

Cloudiness increases, especially to the north of the rainbelt, as shortwave absorption

increases. In DUST0.9 experiment the response becomes almost neutral and it even

shows a reversal in the sign of response. Some patches of statistically significant

reduction in cloudiness over central Sahel are simulated in the DUST0.9 experiment.

A major contribution to the increased amount of cloudiness is from low clouds

(not shown). However, an increase in low cloud amount in response to DDRF is a

counterexample to the semi-direct effect (“burning off clouds”) (Perlwitz and Miller ,

2010). Therefore the low cloud response over Sahel could only be expected from the

dominant role of global or synoptic scale dynamic response, most probably due to an

anomalous northward shift of the ascending branch of Hadley cells and the overall

strengthening of the local Hadley circulation. A detailed analysis of the dynamic

responses to dust forcing is presented in the following sections.

In general, from the response of both cloud cover and precipitation, it is apparent

that the tropical rainbelt enhances and moves farther north in response to dust in-

duced atmospheric heating and these responses are especially sensitive to the amount

of shortwave absorption. In the context of Sahelian wet/dry episodes, Nicholson and

Grist (2001) have noted that the enhanced precipitation over the tropical semi-arid

strip including the Sahel, could be either due to a change in the intensity of the trop-

ical rainbelt and/or due to a latitudinal shift in the precipitation pattern. The dipole

like responses around the tropical rainbelt in precipitation and cloudiness emphasize a

possible shift in the mean meridional circulation to the north, in our case. As evident

from the heating rate (Figure 3.4), dust loading acts as a hemispherically asymmetric
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off-equator heating source in the lower-middle troposphere over the MENA region and

possibly strengthens and moves the ascending branch of Hadley cell further north. To

explicitly investigate this, a detailed analysis of the tropospheric dynamic response

to dust direct radiative effect is performed in the following sections.

Figure 4.4: Response in total cloud amount (%), to dust radiative effect while dust
is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard (DUST1.5 case)
and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave, during summer (JJA). The
responses are estimated as the difference between simulations with dust radiative
effect and without dust radiative effect. Areas where the response is statistically
significant (student’s t test) at 95% level, are hatched. The thick red contour overlaid
on the shaded response portrays area where cloudiness is above 70 %, as a proxy for
the position of the rainbelt.
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4.2 Temperature Response over MENA

MENA is the hottest region on the globe. Therefore, even the slight variations in

temperature are very crucial for the region’s climate. Dust impacts the atmospheric

temperature primarily and instantaneously by the absorption and scattering of ra-

diation, and consequently through the modification of circulation and rainfall. The

simulated mean summer temperature over MENA region is validated against the ob-

served mean summer air temperature climatology from the UK Met Office Hadley

Centre and the University of East Anglia Climatic Research Unit (HadCRUT) (Bro-

han et al., 2006). In general, the model reproduces the magnitude and the pattern of

spatial temperature distributions. A strong north-south gradient in the mean tem-

perature is evident between dry Saharan desert in the north and the tropical rain

forest in the south (Figure 4.5a) and it is well represented in the simulation (Figure

4.5b). Similarly, the temperature maxima associated with quasi-static heat lows such

as SHL, SuHL and AHL are also well simulated. However, in general, HiRAM over-

estimates the temperature by a few degree, especially over the southeastern corner of

Arabian Peninsula.

Figure 4.6 depicts the response in mean summer surface air temperature at 2m

to the dust radiative effect, in all three cases of shortwave absorption. In general, a

strong north-south gradient in the mean temperature is evident between dry Saha-

ran desert in the north and the tropical rain forest in the south. In highly absorbing

cases (DUST2.7 and DUST1.5), the temperature response 4.6 is mainly a reduction in

temperature over the rainbelt, especially to the northern half of the rainbelt, where

the cooling goes more than 1K. Conversely, the temperature increases (more than

1 K) to the north of the rainbelt including the Sahara region, which is character-

ized as the region of Hadley circulation subsiding area. However the strong dipole

pattern of response between rainbelt region and Hadley subsiding region vanishes in

DUST0.9 case. The response over rainbelt reverses its sign and becomes statistically
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insignificant. The warming response over Sahara reduces its magnitude in this case

(DUST0.9), but is statistically significant in most of the part.

Figure 4.5: Mean Summer (JJA) air temperature at 2m (K) in (a) UK Met Office
Hadley Centre and the University of East Anglia Climatic Research Unit (HadCRUT)
and in (b) HiRAM (DUST1.5 case) simulations .

The positive temperature anomaly over Sahara could be due to the enhanced

subsidence from a strengthened local Hadley cell, which is proved hereinafter, and

the strong shortwave heating in the atmospheric boundary layer by dust (Figure 3.4).

In general, temperature response is statistically more significant and has a much more

consistent north-south pattern compared to the precipitation response. However, the

magnitude of response is comparatively higher at the northern part of the rainbelt,

where an increase in cloudiness of 8% or more is predicted. The intense cooling over
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the northern half of the rainbelt, which extends to the southern Sahara, could arise

from the combined influence of solar dimming due to aerosol scattering and absorption

and the feedbacks from enhanced cloudiness, increased precipitation and circulation

responses.

Figure 4.6: Air temperature (2m) response (K) to dust radiative effect while dust
is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard (DUST1.5 case)
and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave, during summer (JJA). The
responses are estimated as the difference between simulations with dust radiative
effect and without dust radiative effect. Areas where the response is statistically
significant (student’s t test) at 95% level, are hatched.
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4.3 Local Hadley and Walker Circulation Response

As a first approximation, the zonally averaged meridional picture of the dust radia-

tive effect and the corresponding circulation response over MENA region could be

summarized as an off-equatorial heating in the northern hemispheric lower-mid tro-

posphere and the associated changes in the local Hadley circulation. However, the

contribution of zonal circulation response to the predicted climate response cannot

be disregarded. To explicitly demonstrate the changes in meridional and zonal over-

turning circulation, it is important to divide the three dimensional overturning into

orthogonal two-dimensional overturning circulations. In other words, Hadley and

Walker type circulations need to be separated. Conventionally, Hadley circulation

is depicted by the mean meridional mass stream functions, which is calculated by

vertically integrating the zonally averaged mass weighted v-wind (Oort and Yienger ,

1996). This procedure is strictly defined for the global domain and it fails for a

particular longitudinal belt as mass continuity does not hold (Trenberth et al., 2000;

Webster , 2004). Recently, Schwendike et al. (2014) introduced a new method for

the local partitioning of the tropical overturning circulation into local Hadley and

Walker circulation. In this approach, the pressure-velocity omega (ω = Dp
Dt

) can be

divided into components associated with meridional (ωφ) and zonal (ωλ ) overturning

circulations, as

ωφ =
1

a cosφ

∂

∂φ
(ψφ cosφ) =

1

a2 cosφ

∂

∂φ
(cosφ

∂µ

∂φ
) (4.1)

ωλ =
1

a cosφ

∂ψλ
∂λ

=
1

a2 cos2 φ

∂2µ

∂λ2
(4.2)

where potential function, µ, and vector streamfunction, Ψ, are defined in pressure

coordinate as
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∇2
pµ = −ω

and

∇pΨ = ω, (4.3)

where

Ψ = (ψλ, ψφ) = −∇pµ (4.4)

Hence, the vertical mass flux associated with two orthogonal circulations can be

written as,

mφ = −ωφ cosφ/g

and

mλ = −ωλ cosφ/g (4.5)

Vertical mass flux associated with meridional overturning (mφ) and zonal over-

turning (mλ) can be portrayed as the local Hadley and Walker circulations, respec-

tively (See Schwendike et al. (2014) for a detailed explanation of the method of sep-

aration).

As a first step towards the analysis of the overturning circulation response, local

and regional manifestation of Hadley and Walker circulations, simulated by HiRAM

has been validated against ERA-Interim data. Figure 4.7 a&b compares mean sum-

mer local Hadley (mφ) and Walker circulations (mλ), depicted as the vertical mass

flux (10−3 kgm−2s−1) associated with meridional and zonal overturning at 500 hPa

level, respectively. Positive (negative) values indicate ascending (descending) motion.

A zonally elongated band of ascending motions in the summer tropics with corre-

sponding descent on either side of it is evident. The strength and spatial extent of

ascending and descending limbs are simulated adequately well.
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The local Walker circulation is depicted as the Walker component of vertical mass

flux, mλ (kgm−2s−1) (Figure 4.7 c&d). MENA in general experiences descending

motion, except regions such as the Congo basin, the northwestern part of the African

continent, the Ethiopian Highlands and the western coast of the Arabian peninsula,

where mλ is positive

To validate and expose the response of regional Hadley cell ( mφ) aloft, a ver-

tical cross section of mφ averaged between 100W and 600E is shown in Figures 4.8.

The divergent circulation in the plane (Uφ, ωφ) is overlaid as vectors to show the

flow direction and cell structure. The meridional divergent wind, Uφ, is estimated

(Schwendike et al., 2014) from the definition of horizontal divergent wind in terms of

velocity stream function (Ψ) as Schwendike et al. (2014),

Uφ = −∂ψφ
∂p

(4.6)

As the magnitude of ωφ is significantly smaller compared to Uφ, the former is

scaled by a factor of 100, in order to plot the wind vectors. A double cell structure of

Hadley circulation with a stronger winter cell is found, over MENA . The ascending

branch extends very much into the summer hemisphere and has a bell shape with tails

of shallow ascent to either side of the main core. HiRAM captures the position and

the strength of the ascending and descending limbs of the regional Hadley circulation,

quite well.

Similarly, Figure 4.9 shows comparison of mean summer regional Walker (mλ)

cell aloft, depicted as the vertical mass flux (10−3 kgm−2s−1) associated with the

meridionally averaged (300S - 300N) zonal overturning. The zonal divergent wind,

Uλ, is estimated as,

Uλ = −∂ψλ
∂p

(4.7)
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Figure 4.7: Mean Summer (JJA) local Hadley circulation over MENA in (a) HiRAM
(DUST1.5 case) simulations and in (b) Era Interim Re-analyses, and local Walker
circulation over MENA in (c) HiRAM (DUST1.5 case) simulations and in (d) Era
Interim Re-analyses. Local Hadley circulation, mφ, and local Walker circulation, mλ

are depicted as the vertical mass flux (10−3 kgm−2s−1) associated with meridional and
zonal overturning at 500 hPa level, respectively. Positive values indicate ascending
motion and vice versa.
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Figure 4.8: Mean Summer (JJA) Regional Hadley circulation over MENA in (a)
HiRAM (DUST1.5 case) simulations and in (b) Era Interim Re-analyses. Regional
Hadley circulation, mφ, is depicted as the zonally averaged (200W - 600E) vertical
mass flux (10−3 kgm−2s−1) associated with meridional overturning. Positive values
indicate ascending motion and vice versa. Vectors represent the wind in the plane of
cross section (Uφ, ωφ). The values of ωφ are scaled by multiplying with 102.
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In general, HiRAM simulations very well capture the mean structure, intensity

and position of all the major features of the overturning circulations. The position and

strength of the ascending and descending limbs of Hadley and Walker circulations,

and their structure aloft are simulated quite realistically.

Figure 4.10 depicts the mean summer response in the local Hadley circulation

(mφ) to dust radiative effects, in various shortwave absorption cases. The response is

shown as shaded contours and the mean mφ in the respective experiment as contour

lines, where thick contours represent ascending motion and dashed contours represent

subsidence. Overall, the response is maximum at the northern edges. The general

pattern of response is an intense increase in vertical mass flux at the northern half

of the ascending limb of the local Hadley cell and a decrease in the southern half,

although it is relatively weaker. In other words, the ascending branch strengthens in

its northern border and shifts further into the summer hemisphere. Consequently, an

enhanced subsidence is also evident over the southern border of the NH subsidence

branch. The dipole pattern of response in mφ is consistent with the pattern of the

rainbelt response (Figures 4.2 4.4). In other words, it suggests that the predicted re-

sponse of the rainbelt stems from the local Hadley circulation changes in response to a

meridionally asymmetric heating gradient. This pattern of response and its strength

are sensitive to the amount of dust shortwave absorption. As shortwave absorption

weakens, the response also weakens and even reverses sign (Figure 4.10). However, re-

gionally, consistent with the surface climate response, an east-west contrast is evident

in the local Hadley circulation response, with a stronger shift (about 20 of latitude)

over central and East Africa.

Figure 4.11 shows the mean summer response of local Walker circulation (mλ)

in all three experiments. Similar to Figure 4.10, the response is shown as shaded

contours and the mean mλ as contour lines. In general, the local Walker response is

weaker compared to the local Hadley response. However, a prominent zonal circula-
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Figure 4.9: Mean Summer (JJA) Regional Walker circulation over MENA in (a)
HiRAM (DUST1.5 case) simulations and in (b) Era Interim Re-analyses. Regional
Walker circulation, mλ, is depicted as the meridionally averaged (300S - 300N) vertical
mass flux (10−3 kgm−2s−1) associated with zonal overturning. Positive values indicate
ascending motion and vice versa. Vectors represent the wind in the plane of cross
section (Uλ, ωλ). The values of ωλ are scaled by multiplying with 102.
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Figure 4.10: Response of local Hadley circulation over MENA, to dust radiative
effect while dust is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard
(DUST1.5 case) and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave, during
summer (JJA). Local Hadley circulation, mφ, is depicted as the vertical mass flux
(10−3 kgm−2s−1) associated with meridional overturning, at 500 hPa level. The
responses are estimated as the difference between simulations with dust radiative
effect and without dust radiative effect.
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tion anomaly is predicted over the local precipitation hotspot of over the Ethiopian

highlands and southern Red Sea. A strong zonally oriented dipole pattern of response

is predicted here, with enhanced ascending to the east including the southern Red Sea

and an enhanced subsidence to the west over the Ethiopian highlands. This region

of intense convective activities is the ascending branch of global Walker circulation

over East Africa during summer. The zonal dipole pattern in the response indicates

the shift of this branch eastward, which might be caused by the response of the ISM

to dust radiative effect (this is beyond the domain and not shown). A consistent

east-west dipolar response is predicted in the precipitation too (Figures 4.2), with a

weakening of precipitation over the Ethiopian Highlands and an enhancement over

the southern Red Sea and southwest coast of the Arabian Peninsula.

The response in mλ is very sensitive to the strength of dust shortwave absorption

(Figure 4.11). Similar to the sensitivity of mφ, the mλ response weakens as absorp-

tion reduces. The response is strongest in the DUST2.7 case; it reduces and the

dipole pattern vanishes as absorption reduces. The predicted response of the rainbelt

(Figures 4.2 & 4.4) consistently exhibits similar dipole pattern and sensitivity.

The response in regional Hadley circulation (mφ) over MENA, which is depicted as

the change in zonally averaged (200W - 600E) vertical mass flux (10−3 kgm−2s−1) asso-

ciated with meridional overturning, is shown in 4.12. The vertical mass flux enhances

in the ascending limb, especially to the northern half of the limb, as a response to

dust radiative effect. A northward shift in the ascending limb’s position is also clearly

evident. The increase in ascending motion spans the entire tropospheric column. A

corresponding increase in subsidence is also predicted to the north of ascending limb,

including Sahara deserts. As absorption increases the intensity of response increases

(DUST0.9 to DUST27). While highly absorbing (DUST2.7) case shows a strong

dipole pattern of response between ascending and descending branches of Hadley

overturning cells, the pattern almost vanishes as absorption reduces (DUST0.9).
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Figure 4.11: Response of local Walker circulation over MENA, to dust radiative
effect while dust is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard
(DUST1.5 case) and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave, during
summer (JJA). Local Walker circulation, mλ, is depicted as the vertical mass flux
(10−3 kgm−2s−1) associated with zonal overturning, at 500 hPa level. The responses
are estimated as the difference between simulations with dust radiative effect and
without dust radiative effect.
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Figure 4.12: Response of regional Hadley circulation over MENA, to dust radiative
effect while dust is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard
(DUST1.5 case) and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave, during
summer (JJA). Regional Hadley circulation, mφ, is depicted as the zonally averaged
(200W - 600E) vertical mass flux (10−3 kgm−2s−1) associated with meridional over-
turning. The responses are estimated as the difference between simulations with dust
radiative effect and without dust radiative effect. Black contours represent the mean
overturning circulation in each experiment, where dashed contours indicate subsid-
ing motion and solid contours indicate ascending motion. The thick contours (zero
contours) are the border between ascending and descending cells.
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Similarly, response in regional Walker circulation mλ is depicted in 4.13, by por-

traying the changes in meridionally averaged (300S - 300N) vertical mass flux (10−3

kgm−2s−1) associated with zonal overturning. In general, the response is not as strong

as that of regional Hadley circulation. Moreover, the responses do not span the en-

tire troposphere. Instead, the enhancement in the ascending/descending motion is

confined to the mid-troposphere. A contrasting response is predicted in the zonal

overturning between East Africa and ISM region. In other words, the ascending mo-

tion associated with zonal overturning (mλ) enhances over East Africa and weakens

over ISM domain. It has been shown (e.g., Funk et al., 2008; Williams and Funk ,

2011) that the changes in convective activities over the Indian Ocean could potentially

influence tropical East African rainfall patterns through anomalous Walker-type cir-

culation. Therefore the predicted contrasting response between East Africa and ISM

region could be a feedback from the weakened ISM as a response to dust radiative

effect. Again, it is another instance showing the importance of high-resolution global

simulation for the analyses of regional response to spatially non-homogenous aerosol

forcing, as these simulations can incorporate the regional influences of a global cir-

culation perturbation. Regarding the sensitivity of zonal overturning to shortwave

absorption, like in the case of Hadley circulation, regional walker circulation response

is also sensitive to the dust shortwave absorption. The magnitude of the response

and the contrast between ascending and descending branches, intensifies as shortwave

absorption increases (4.13).

In summary, the Walker circulation response to dust radiative effect (Figure 4.11

& 4.13) is in general weaker and shallow in vertical extent, compared to that of

Hadley circulation. Therefore the separation of local Hadley and Waker cell responses

indicate, as expected, that the dominant response is in the meridional direction (local

Hadley circulation) as a response to meridional differential heating. However, the

intense local response in zonal overturning over East Africa is important, regionally.
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Figure 4.13: Response of regional Walker circulation across MENA, to dust radiative
effect while dust is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard
(DUST1.5 case) and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave, during
summer (JJA). Regional Walker circulation, mλ, is depicted as the meridionally av-
eraged (300S - 300N) vertical mass flux (10−3 kgm−2s−1) associated with zonal over-
turning. The responses are estimated as the difference between simulations with dust
radiative effect and without dust radiative effect. Black contours represent the mean
overturning circulation in each experiment, where dashed contours indicate subsid-
ing motion and solid contours indicate ascending motion. The thick contours (zero
contours) are the border between ascending and descending cells.
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4.4 Discussion

The tropical rainbelt across MENA is not located just under the dust belt; rather it is

located in the proximity of the dust belt, specifically in the southern border of the dust

belt. Therefore the responses in the rainbelt cannot be immediately linked to the local

column radiative-convective balance. The present study suggests that the responses in

the rainbelt are greatly mediated by the circulation changes induced by the spatially

heterogeneous distribution of dust loading and the corresponding heterogeneity in

DDRF distribution. That is to say, the dust loading and the corresponding forcing is

mainly confined to the NH subtropics (Figure 3.4), which could potentially influence

the local meridional overturning as well as the synoptic circulations, as it perturbs

the inter-hemispheric radiative heating gradient. This is consistently evident from

the responses of the climate variables and circulation features in the simulations.

Analysis of the local and regional Hadley cell (Figure 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 & 4.13)

reveals the substantial responses in the local Hadley circulation strength and position

as a response to dust radiative effect. In general, the ascending branch of Hadley cell

enhances and shifts to the summer hemisphere as a response to dust radiative effect.

These responses are consistent with the previous findings on the strength and location

of the Hadley cell. Using simplified models, Held and Hou (1980) and Lindzen and

Hou (1988) showed that, as the heating center moves off the equator, the latitude

position separating summer and winter Hadley cell moves further into the summer

hemisphere. Regarding the position of Hadley cells, two major controls have been

proposed; equatorial SST pattern and the cross-equatorial tropospheric temperature

gradient (Philander et al., 1996; Tomas et al., 1999). Since we prescribe observed SST

in the simulation, the response in the position of the overturning cells solely originates

from the changes in the tropospheric temperature gradient that stem from the dust

radiative forcing. In the present case, the dust heating confined to the NH subtropics

very well functions as an off-equator additional heating source in the lower tropo-
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sphere. During summer, this dust induced heating coincides with the solar insolation

maxima, and thus enhances the inter-hemispheric temperature gradient primarily

driven by insolation. The enhanced inter-hemispheric heating gradient strengthens

and moves the ascending branch of Hadley cell into the summer hemisphere.

Several other modeling, as well as observational studies showed the sensitivity of

the latitudinal position of Hadley cell and the rainbelt to the inter-hemispheric heating

contrast in various contexts, in decadal to glacial-interglacial timescales (Broccoli

et al., 2006; Chiang and Bitz , 2005; Mantsis and Clement , 2009; Zhang and Delworth,

2005). In general an anomalous northward (southward) shift in the position of tropical

rainbelt (mentioned as “ITCZ”in many of these studies) are observed in response to

NH warming (cooling). The opposing effects of scattering and absorbing aerosols on

the tropical rainbelt position has also been studied in the past (Allen and Sherwood ,

2011; Chung and Seinfeld , 2005; Roberts and Jones , 2004; Wang , 2004; Williams

et al., 2001). While the scattering aerosols confined to the NH shift the tropical

rainbelt further south due to the weakening of the inter-hemispheric temperature

gradient associated with an enhanced cooling of the NH, absorbing aerosols move

it further north in response to the anomalous radiative heating of the NH. Wilcox

et al. (2010) observed a northward shift in the tropical rainbelt and circulation over

the North Atlantic Ocean, in response to summertime Saharan dust outbreaks. The

predicted northward shift of the local Hadley circulation and the tropical rainbelt in

the current study is thus consistent with the previous results, and could be attributed

to the dust induced radiative heating in the NH subtropics over MENA. Implicitly,

these results also show that the variations in Saharan dust loading could potentially

influence Sahel drought episodes along with other proposed mechanisms.

Analysis of the precipitation and cloudiness response to shortwave absorption (Fig-

ure 4.1 & 4.3 ) shows that the most sensitive part of the rainbelt to dust shortwave

absorption is the northern edge. Geographically speaking, the maximum response
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occurs over Sahel, the semi-arid transition zone between dry Sahara deserts to the

north and humid tropical savanna (Sudanian Savanna) to the south. Precipitation

response over this region varies from almost zero to 2 kg/m2/day (in DUST2.7), as

shortwave absorption increases (Figure 4.2). The range of sensitivity is comparable

to the mean summer precipitation over this region and is statistically significant. The

response in the DUST2.7 experiment reaches up to 50% of the mean precipitation

at some locations in Sahel. The economies of most of the countries in the Sahel

region largely depend on rain-fed agriculture. Even a small variability in the rainy

season could affect the livelihood of millions of people (International Federation of

Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies; http://www.ifrc.org). Therefore, accurate

representation of dust shortwave absorption is very important for the Sahel climate

simulation and prediction. Unfortunately, many of the operational weather forecast-

ing models, GCMs and even re-analyses do not include dust radiative effect, though

it is proven to be extremely important for the accuracy of radiation balance in nu-

merical weather prediction models (e.g., Pérez et al., 2006; Alpert et al., 1998). One

reason for avoiding dust radiative effect is its large uncertainty. Hence, considering

the predicted sensitivity of the rainbelt, the present study suggests serious efforts

to reduce uncertainty in dust shortwave absorption for better predictability of the

region’s weather and climate.

It is also noteworthy that, most of the local hotspots in the climate responses,

as seen from surface climate variables (Figure 4.1, 4.3 & 4.5), are over regions with

complex orography. The responses in these hotspots are at least twice as large as

the responses in the remaining part of the region. These locally amplified responses

highlight the importance of incorporating mesoscale forcings such as orography for

an accurate simulation of regional climate sensitivity. Coarser resolution GCM sim-

ulations generally lack these forcings. But the current simulations with HiRAM take

into account these multi-scale forcings and effectively reproduce the locally amplified
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climate features.
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Chapter 5

Response of Regional Circulations

The large-scale picture of the climate response to dust radiative effect has been ex-

plained in terms of the responses in the overturning circulations, in the Chapter (4).

However, there are several regional-scale circulations and wave activities embedded

within the large-scale overturning, which are decisive in defining the mean structure

and strength of overturning circulations to a great extent. The net climate response,

therefore, depends also on the response in the regional-scale circulations and their

interactions with the large-scale circulations. The real advantage of high-resolution

global simulation, in this regard, is the capability to resolve such multi-scale processes

and their mutual interactions in the same simulation.

One of the primary circulation system in the lower troposphere is WAM, which

has significant zonal and meridional components of circulations. By functioning as

the main supplier of moisture inland, especially to the dry Sahel and Sahara region,

WAM acts as the key circulation feature in the region’s climate. Thus, any change

in WAM circulation has a direct link to the response in precipitation over MENA.

Another major circulation features in the lower troposphere are the semi-permanent

heat lows (thermal lows) develop in the interior deserts during peak summer season.

These heat lows, including SHL, SuHL and AHL, are cyclonic circulations extending

till mid-troposphere, formed by the intense heating of the surface and the consequent

dry convection. These subtropical heat lows are key components of WAM and ITCZ

dynamics. Therefore, the response of heat low strength and position interacts with

other circulation features and hence influence the climate response over MENA.
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In the middle troposphere, the atmospheric dynamics is largely dominated by

AEJ and the AEWs embedded on it. Similarly, TEJ is the main circulation feature

in the upper troposphere. The individual and relative positions of AEJ and TEJ,

and their strength are crucial factors determining the location of the ascending limb

of the regional Hadley circulation and hence the intensity and location of maximum

precipitation (Nicholson, 2009). The strength, position and the instability of AEJ

is also crucial for the development and maintenance of AEWs. AEWs are the main

synoptic-scale disturbances over tropical Africa, which have a vital role in the net

convective rainfall over tropical MENA, especially over Sahel.

The present chapter is dedicated to the investigation of the changes in regional

scale circulations and wave activities in response to dust radiative effect, and their

role in defining the net climate response over MENA. Responses in WAM, AEJ,

TEJ and AEWs are discussed in separate sections. Given the socio-political and

meteorological importance of the Sahel rainfall, a special emphasis is given to the

mechanisms responsible for its changes. The present chapter is partly based on the

contents from the two papers published as part of the current dissertation, Bangalath

and Stenchikov (2015, 2016). The remaining part of the the chapter will constitute

the main content of the two manuscripts, yet to be submitted (See Chapter 7)

5.1 West African Monsoon Response

5.1.1 Mean Circulation Response

WAM is the seasonal reversal of lower tropospheric circulation over West Africa,

primarily driven by the land-sea heat contrast during the summer season. Therefore,

any process that perturbs the land-sea heating contrast supposedly changes the WAM

circulation. Although WAM has its origin partly outside of the MENA domain, it is

considered to be one of the major drivers of climate in the region. WAM dominates

the lower tropospheric dynamics and thermodynamics over West Africa. It is a crucial
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component even in East Africa, as this circulation serves as the main moisture supplier

from the tropical Atlantic. Therefore the dust impact on WAM circulations could

effectively feedback the responses throughout MENA.

It has been shown in Figure 3.1 that dust has a differential radiative effect over

continental Africa and the Atlantic Ocean. Dust has an intense warming effect over

North African deserts, owing to the presence of high dust loading and the high albedo

of the underlying deserts. However, the sign of DDRF reverses with intense cooling

over the Atlantic Ocean, mostly because of the lower albedo of the ocean. Therefore,

to a first approximation, the interaction of dust radiative effect with WAM can be seen

as the enhanced land-sea heat contrast and the corresponding responses in the circula-

tion. Apart from the land-sea contrast in radiative forcing, dust loading has a strong

north-south gradient in loading with a high concentration towards North Africa. The

north-south gradient in dust loading and the resulting contrast in radiative forcing

could enhance the meridional component of the WAM circulation. Specifically, the

enhanced atmospheric heating gradient between the Gulf of Guinea and Sahara/Sa-

hel region essentially strengthen the meridional component of the WAM circulation.

Note that the meridional component of WAM circulation constitutes the main part

of the surface circulation associated with regional Hadley cell.

It should be noted that the present simulations prescribe bottom boundary condi-

tion and hence do not account for the SST changes due to reduction of solar radiation

at the surface, which will further influence latent heat flux. In other words, the present

study look at the atmosphere-only responses. Since WAM involves moist processes,

and the moisture intake from Atlantic towards African continent is very crucial for

the inland thermodyanamics, care should be taken in interpreting the present result

as latent heat feedback from Atlantic ocean is not taken into account.

As the first step of analyses, the WAM circulation simulated in HiRAM is validated

against ERA-Interim dataset (Figure 5.1 & 5.2). The wind at 925 hPa and 850 hPa,
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which are used to analyze the response of WAM circulation, are compared with re-

analyses. HiRAM effectively reproduces all the main features of the lower atmospheric

circulation including WAM, West African Westerly Jet (WAWJ), ITCZ , and the

Somali Low Level Jet (SLLJ) in the Arabian Sea. The wind speed and the pattern

of the main circulation features are realistically simulated.

To assess the response of WAM circulation, wind responses at 925 hPa (Figure

5.3) and 850 hPa (Figure 5.4) are considered. Analyses at this two levels (850 hPa

and 950 hPa) help to portray the response of WAM aloft. The wind vectors represent

the mean wind in each experiment and shaded contours are the responses. In gen-

eral, WAM circulation strengthens, especially just south of ITCZ location, and shifts

farther north in response to dust forcing. A dipole pattern of response is evident at

the convergence zone where moist WAM circulation meets the dry Harmattan wind.

The wind weakens to the north of convergence (Harmattan wind) and strengthens to

the south (WAM circulation), which in turn produces a north-south dipole pattern.

Though the pattern of response is similar at both 925 hPa and 850 hPa level, the

response is much stronger at 850 hPa. In general WAM circulation strengthens in

response to dust radiative effect. The predicted enhancement is consistent with EHP

hypothesis. The intense amount of dust and the associated radiative heating over the

continent can effectively act as an elevated heat source, which has the potential to

enhance the southwesterly onshore flow. Additionally, since the meridional compo-

nent of the WAM circulation can be seen as an integral part of the surface circulation

associated with the regional Hadley circulation, the inter-hemispheric heating gradi-

ent over MENA could potentially enhance the meridional component of the WAM

circulation.

The response over East Africa (Figure 5.3 & 5.4) is contrastingly high and has a

strong dipole structure, in all the experiments. Again, this amplified response over

East Africa could be due to the significant Walker circulation response (Figure 4.11 &
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Figure 5.1: Mean Summer (JJA) wind speed and vector (m/s) in (a) HiRAM
(DUST1.5 case) simulations and in (b) Era Interim Re-analyses, at 925 hPa
.

Figure 5.2: Mean Summer (JJA) wind speed and vector (m/s) in (a) HiRAM
(DUST1.5 case) simulations and in (b) Era Interim Re-analyses, at 850 hPa
.
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4.13) and/or due to the effect of comparatively higher DDRF over this region. Simi-

larly, an enhanced response is predicted to the south of Arabaia Peninsula (including

Gulf of Aden), where the moist SLLJ meets the elevated terrain in the west and

dry and hot north-easterlies from the interior of the peninsula in the east. Although

SLLJ experiences weakening as a whole in response to the dust radiative effect, locally

the wind response strengthens at the northern coast of the Arabian Sea adjacent to

the Arabian peninsula. This is because of the local amplification in the meridional

heating gradient over this region, presumably due to enhanced AHL.

The prevailing monsoon wind has a significant meridional component at 925 hPa

, whereas at 850 hPa the circulation becomes purely zonal (Figure 5.3 & 5.4). The

strong zonal circulation at 850 hPa, containing WAWJ, transport moisture all the way

from tropical Atlantic to East Africa, and even to the Red Sea. Any perturbation to

this circulation can have huge impact in the thermodynamics of the entire tropical

Africa. The enhanced circulation as a response to dust radiative effect, therefore,

potentially strengthen the moisture budget inland (not shown).

A comparison of the response from all three experiments with different dust ab-

sorptivity (Figure 5.3) shows that the strength and sign of the responses are sensitive

to the dust shortwave absorption. The response of wind speed weakens and the dipo-

lar pattern of response over ITCZ diminishes, as absorption reduces. In other words,

the onshore monsoon flow enhances and the equatorward Harmattan wind weakens

as absorption increases. This particular response is highly favorable for the precipi-

tation over this region, especially over Sahel, since the dry air intrusion from Sahara

weakens and the moisture supply from the south enhances. At locations with max-

imum responses, such as the northern borders of Sahel, the wind anomaly reduces

from around 2m/s (DUST2.7) to almost zero (DUST0.9). This sensitivity reaches

20% of the mean wind speed here. In DUST0.9 the wind anomaly almost vanishes

in West Africa. Similarly the response over East Africa and Arabian Peninsula also
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strongly depends on the dust shortwave absorption.

Although WAM is the major regional surface circulation in the domain, there

are other local circulation features that are also important for the rainbelt and that

respond strongly to dust forcing. WAWJ (Grodsky et al., 2003), a low level jet between

80N - 110N over the eastern Atlantic and the West African coast forms during the

summer season, is one such circulation. It has a pivotal role in the Sahel precipitation

as it brings moisture directly from Atlantic to Sahel latitudes. The jet is in nearly

geostrophic balance during most of the summer season and is super-geostrophic at

its mature stage, with a maximum speed exceeding 7 m/s at 925 hPa. The model

simulates the mean wind speed and position of the jet quite well (Figure 5.1 & 5.2).

The jet strongly responds to the dust forcing (Figure 5.3 & 5.4), in general. However,

unlike the response over land where the dipole pattern of response occurs just at

the wind convergence zone, the entire jet enhances. Similar to other circulations,

WAWJ response is also very sensitive to the dust shortwave absorption. Going from

experiment DUST2.7 to DUST0.9, the response weakens significantly and almost

neutralizes in the experiment with inefficiently absorbing dust (DUST0.9).

Since the jet is in geostrophic balance, the driving force of the jet is the merid-

ional pressure gradient. Therefore, a significant increase of wind speed at the jet core

is due to the strong response in meridional pressure gradient due to dust radiative

forcing over this region. Notably, this is the only area, where the surface circulation

has a significant response over the oceanic region. Even the WAM circulation, for

instance over the Guinean coast, does not exhibit significant response over the ocean.

Therefore, the heightened response of WAWJ and its sensitivity to shortwave absorp-

tion is particularly important, as it functions as an important moisture flux channel

from the ocean towards land, especially to Sahel. In other words, the heightened

response of WAWJ emphasizes the importance of high spatial resolution of models

to resolve these rather local scale circulations, which are, however, crucial for the
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Figure 5.3: Response in 925 hPa wind speed (m/s2)(shaded contours) to dust ra-
diative effect while dust is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b)
standard (DUST1.5 case) and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave,
during the the the summer (JJA). Wind response at this level can effectively demon-
strate the responses in WAM and WAWJ. Mean wind vectors in each experiment is
overlaid.
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Figure 5.4: Response in 850 hPa wind speed (m/s2)(shaded contours) to dust ra-
diative effect while dust is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b)
standard (DUST1.5 case) and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave,
during the summer (JJA). Wind response at this level can effectively demonstrate the
responses in WAM and WAWJ. Mean wind vectors in each experiment is overlaid.
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regional climate.

5.1.2 Response of Monsoon “Onset” and “Jump”

The previous section mostly analyzed the response in the mean climatological char-

acteristics of WAM. However, temporal evolution of monsoon and its variability and

changes are very important for the local stakeholders, especially for the agricultural

sector. The two most important temporal events in WAM evolution are the ”mon-

soon onset” and ”monsoon jump”. The onset of monsoon (local onset) can be broadly

defined as the time of first rains followed by uninterrupted rainy season, that could

supply sufficient soil moisture for the agriculture (Sultan and Janicot , 2003). Mete-

orologically, it marks the time when monsoon and the associated climate dynamics

establishes locally. Typically, WAM begins by intense rainfall over Guinean coast in

the April-May Period. And the precipitation maximum stays there until late June.

However, an abrupt shift in the location of rainfall maximum from 50N to a new

quasi-stationary location around 120N occurs by the end of July or by the beginning

of August. This abrupt shift in the favorable location of precipitation from Guinean

coast to Sahel region is another important temporal event, which is called either

”monsoon jump” (e.g., Hagos and Cook , 2007) or ”regional monsoon onset” (e.g.,

Sultan and Janicot , 2003). The present study address this event characterizing the

onset of intense rainfall over Sahel and the sudden suppression over Guinean coast,

as ”monsoon jump” from here on. This secondary spell of precipitation maximum is

very important for Sahel region as it establishes unperturbed rain at the northernmost

latitudes.

To investigate the influence of dust direct radiative effect on monsoon onset, more

specifically the “local onset”, the present study uses the definition of onset index

originally defined by Liebmann and Marengo (2001) and later modified by Diaconescu

et al. (2015). To calculalte this onset index, the daily accumulated rainfall anomalies
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(A) at each grid point are estimated as,

A(day) =

day∑
n=1January

(R(n)−R) (5.1)

where R(n) represents the daily rainfall. R is the climatological mean of rainfall

at each grid point, if it is above 1 mm/day. Otherwise, R is fixed to 1 mm/day. This

method of onset estimation effectively avoid the isolated rain events followed by dry

spells and provide a more meaningful measure compared to conventional definitions

of onset.

Figure 5.5 compares the mean local onset date (A(day)) in HiRAM simulations

(DUST1.5) to GPCP and the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission Project (TRMM)

precipitation . HiRAM simulates the local onset of WAM quite realistically, especially

the pattern of the temporal evolution local onset. However, HiRAM simulates an ad-

vanced onset in lower latitudes and delayed onset in higher latitudes compared to

observations, especially to that of TRMM.

The response of local onset date (A(day)) to dust radiative effect is shown in

Figure 5.6. The hatched region represent the area where the response is statistically

significant at 95 %. The statistical significance is estimated using Wilcoxon signed-

rank paired test, as the onset dates are events with high interannual variability and

are not normally distributed. The general pattern of local onset response reveals

an east-west contrast. The onset is advanced in the central and eastern part of the

continent while it is delayed over West Africa, in general. Interestingly, the east-west

contrast in response, especially the statistical significance of these responses, is very

sensitive to dust shortwave absorption. In highly absorbing case (DUST2.7), the onset

happens about 10 days ahead of that in NoDUST case, over central and eastern part.

And, this response is statistically significant. However, the delayed response over

West Africa is weaker and statistically insignificant. In DUST1.5 case, the east-west

dipolar response gets stronger and both the delay in West Africa and the advancement

http://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datacollection/TRMM_3B42_daily_V6.shtml
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Figure 5.5: Mean (2000-2009) onset date (A(day)) estimated in (a) GPCP, (b) Hi-
RAM (DUST1.5) and (c) TRMM datasets. The filled contours are the local onset
date (Julian day)
.

in central to eastern part become statistically significant. Interestingly , the pattern

of statistical significance reverses in DUST0.9 case. The delay in onset over West

Africa becomes more pronounced and statistically significant, while the advancement

over central part almost vanishes and becomes statistically insignificant.

To investigate the response in monsoon jump (regional onset), the criteria of Sultan

and Janicot (2003) is used. The date of monsoon jump in this method is defined as

the date at which 10 day smoothed, zonally averaged (100W - 100E) precipitation

time series at 50N crosses that of at 150N. Therefore, the jump marks the time when
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Figure 5.6: Response in the local onset date (A(day)) to dust radiative effect while
dust is assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard (DUST1.5
case) and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave. Positive values indi-
cate a delay (days) in onset and vice versa. The hatched regions represent the area
where the response is statistically significant at 95% confidence interval. statistical
significance is estimated using Wilcoxon signed-rank paired test
.
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the Sahel precipitation increases with a simultaneous sudden decrease in rainfall over

the Guinean coast.

The upper panel of Figure 5.7 depicts the mean picture of the monsoon jump,

estimated from the mean precipitation over 33 years, in HiRAM, GPCP, and TRMM

dataset. HiRAM realistically captures the date of jump compared to other two ob-

servational dataset. However, the mean precipitation at 50N is overestimated by

HiRAM. It is associated with the precipitation overestimation over Guinean coast,

which is evident in Figure 4.2. Nevertheless, the date of monsoon jump is predicted

quite accurately (error not exceeding 3 days) in HiRAM.

The response in monsoon jump to dust radiative effect, estimated from 33 years

composite, is depicted in the bottom panel of Figure 5.7. In all three cases, dust causes

the jump to happen earlier. And, this response is sensitive to the amount of shortwave

absorption. As dust shortwave absorption increases jump occurs earlier than NoDUST

case. In highly absorbing case, the jump occurs about 10 days ahead compared to

NoDUST case. Nevertheless, this analysis portrays the mean picture of the temporal

evolution of precipitation and jump estimated using 33 years composites. Therefore,

the analysis is not representative for the individual years, especially because monsoon

jump has a high interannual variability. To have a more confident result on jump

response, the response in the date of jump in all 33 years (3 ensemble simulation

of 11-year window simulation) are shown in Figure 5.8. The mean response in the

date of monsoon jump is estimated by averaging individual years jump data, instead

of that from composite precipitation.The statistical significance of these responses

have also been computed using Wilcoxon signed-rank paired test (see the bottom

text in 5.8). Consistent with the jump response predicted from the averaged data,

the response in individual years also predicts an earlier date of jump as a response

to dust radiative effect. In highly absorbing (DUST 2.7) case, dust causes an earlier

jump date about 10 days, which is statistically significant at 99% confidence interval.
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Similarly, in moderately absorbing case (DUST1.5), dust advances the jump date by

about 5 days (statistically significant at 90%.).

There are several competing explanation for the monsoon jump. A prominent

theory is the interaction of monsoon circulation with SHL dynamics (e.g., Sultan and

Janicot , 2003). It has been shown that the intensity of meridional circulation asso-

ciated with SHL peaks at the beginning of the monsoon jump (Sultan and Janicot ,

2003). It enhances the midlevel subsidence from the southern branch of the SHL

transverse circulation and allows dry air intrusion from north to the ITCZ which

in turn increases convective inhibition in the ITCZ region and suppress convection.

However, the strengthening of cyclonic vorticity associated with the strengthening of

SHL, enhance the inland moisture advection and establishes a deeper monsoon layer

which ultimately increases the potential instability. At the same time, the enhanced

mid-tropospheric anti-cyclonic circulation over SHL strengthens AEJ by increasing its

instability character (negative meridional gradient of potential vorticity). In fact, the

enhanced instability of AEJ supports the development and maintenance of AEWs.

The monsoon jump occurs when the accumulated potential instability breaks the con-

vective inhibition and releases the inertial instability of monsoon flow. In the present

case, dust induced intense heating (Figure 3.4 & 4.6) in the SHL and the enhanced

subsidence from intensified rainbelt, strengthen the SHL and its dynamics. The en-

hanced dynamics of SHL could potentially help to meet the criteria for monsoon jump

much ahead of that in NoDust case, by establishing sufficient accumulated potential

instability and negative meridional gradient in potential vorticity in advance. The

sensitivity of monsoon to dust shortwave absorption also implicitly proves the argu-

ment, as the jump happens much earlier in high absorbing cases compared to relative

less absorbing cases. However, since all these dynamic features are mutually adjusted

in the simulations, it is hard to provide a clear cause-effect analysis.

Similarly, Gu and Adler (2004) projected the Guinean coast rainfall maximum
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Figure 5.7: The 10-day time smoothed time series of precipitation averaged between
100W and 100E, at 150N and 50N. (a) The simulated temporal evolution precipitation
in HiRAM (DUST1.5) is evaluated by comparing against two observational datasets,
GPCP and TRMM. (b) The temporal evolution of precipitation in HiRAM while
dust is assumed to be a very efficient (DUST2.7 case), standard (DUST1.5 case) and
inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave. The vertical lines mark the date of
monsoon jump (Julian days), defined as the time when precipitation at 150N (Sahel)
becomes greater than that at 50 (Guinean coast).
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Figure 5.8: Response in monsoon jump (days) to dust radiative effect while dust
is assumed to be a very efficient (DUST2.7 case), standard (DUST1.5 case) and
inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave, in all the 33 years (3 ensemble
simulations of 11-year window simulation). The date of monsoon jump is defined as
the time when precipitation at 150N (Sahel) becomes greater than that at 50 (Guinean
coast). The averaged (33 years) shift in the date of monsoon jump in each case and
the statistical significance of these shifts are displayed as text at the bottom of the
plot. Negative values represent the an advanced monsoon jump, while positive values
represent a delayed monsoon jump.
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and the Sahelian rainfall maximum as two independent features, and shown that

the former is controlled by the warm SST and the later is primarily driven by the

northward shift AEJ and enhanced AEW activities. Cook (2015) made a similar

conclusion on monsoon jump dynamics relating the inertial instability over Guinean

coast and the shift of AEJ. It has been shown that the inertial instability develops

over Guinean coast one month later compared to Atlantic marine ITCZ. The delay

in instability development is due to the presence of AEJ, which establishes strong

negative meridional wind gradient and hence a strong inertially stable environment.

The jump in precipitation maxima happens when AEJ shifts to north. Ramel et al.

(2006) also explain monsoon jump in connection with the abrupt shift in the location

of the SHL, due to the difference in albedo between Sahel and Sahara. In summary,

since the dynamics of AEJ is closely connected to SHL dynamics, the response of

monsoon jump in response to the dust forcing, predicted in the present study is

consistent with all the above-mentioned theories independently or in combination.

The strengthening and northward shift of AEJ in response to dust forcing and its

sensitivity to dust shortwave absorption are explicitly shown in the next section.

5.2 AEJ and TEJ Responses

Apart from the zonal and meridional overturning circulations, upper air jets like AEJ

and TEJ could also mediate dust induced changes in the climate, especially in region’s

precipitation. It has already been revealed that the bulk of the precipitation over

tropical Africa, especially on the western part, is linked to the AEJ and TEJ and to the

wave disturbances (AEWs) associated with them (Nicholson, 2009). By comparing

Sahelian wet and dry years’ dynamics over west Africa, Nicholson and Grist (2001)

showed that the two most striking differences were in the strength of TEJ and the

strength and latitudinal position of AEJ. Similarly, using a combination of high-

resolution dropsonde observations and model analyses, Tompkins et al. (2005) showed
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Figure 5.9: Mean Summer (JJA) wind speed and vector (m/s) in (a) HiRAM
(DUST1.5 case) simulations and in (b) Era Interim Re-analyses, at 600 hPa

that the climatology of aerosol direct radiative effect in the simulations significantly

improves the forecast of AEJ. The upper air vertical shear is a crucial factor in

deciding occurrence of wet/dry mode in a certain year. Since the upper-air shear is

greatly influenced by the relative location of the AEJ and TEJ, the latitudes of these

jets are also important for the tropospheric dynamics in the region by influencing

the vertical motion in general and wave activities in particular (Nicholson et al.,

2008). AEJ is considered to be instrumental in providing the sufficient baroclinic and

barotropic instabilities for the development of AEWs (e.g., Thorncroft and Hoskins ,

1994a,b; Thorncroft , 1995). AEWs are one of the most important synoptic features

of the West African summer climate. Similarly, the vertical shear associated with the

AEJ is important for the growth of long-lived mesoscale convective systems (MCSs)

(e.g., Houze and Betts , 1981), which are responsible for most of the daily rainfall

events in the West African region.

To analyse the response in AEJ and TEJ, wind speed at 600 hPa and 150 hPa

are used, respectively. First of all, the simulated wind at 600 hPa and 150 hPa are
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Figure 5.10: Mean Summer (JJA) wind speed and vector (m/s) in (a) HiRAM
(DUST1.5 case) simulations and in (b) Era Interim Re-analyses, at 150 hPa

validated against ERA-Interim dataset (Figure 5.10 & 5.9). The HiRAM simulations

very well capture the strength and position of both the jets with sufficient precision.

Apart from the jets, HiRAM captures the strength and position of Asian monsoon

anticyclone (Figure 5.10) and the mid-tropospheric anticyclones over SHL, SuHL and

AHL (Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.11 depicts the response in AEJ as the mean summer wind response

at 600 hPa. The wind speed anomaly is shown as shaded contours and the mean

wind speed in each experiment is shown by contour lines in respective figures. In

general, as a response to dust radiative effect, AEJ shifts northward throughout the

African continent with a maximum of up to 20 latitudes (DUST2.7 case) over East

Africa. Similar to rainbelt and local Hadley circulation responses, the AEJ response

exhibits a dipole pattern: an increase (decrease) in wind speed to the north (south),

which ultimately moves the jet mean position northward. Similar to precipitation and

vertical velocity, an east-west contrast is also visible in the strength of the response

with a heightened difference over East Africa. The strength of the response weakens
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as absorption weakens (fromDUST2.7 to DUST0.9) and even the dipole pattern of

response nearly disappears in DUST0.9 experiment.

It is well known that AEJ stems from the temperature structure in the troposphere

that is established in association with deep moist convection in the tropical rainbelt

(referred as“ITCZ ” in Thorncroft and Blackburn (1999) ) and dry convection in the

lower troposphere in the Sahara; in other words, a positive meridional temperature

gradient in the lower troposphere and reversal of the gradient in the mid-troposphere,

between Sahara and the tropical rainbelt. The role of dust induced heating gradient

in the lower-mid troposphere (Figure 3.4), hence, is to support and strengthen the

positive meridional temperature gradient in the lower troposphere. It has already

been known that the latitude of the jet maxima coincides with the maximum in low-

level temperature gradient (Cook , 1999). The predicted northward shift in the jet axis

is thus consistent with the heating gradient. Mohr and Thorncroft (2006) showed that

the activity of the intense convective systems follows the seasonal migration of the

AEJ and the peak in the activity occurs immediately poleward of the jet axis. Thus,

the predicted northward shift of the mean AEJ axis supposedly moves the intense

convective systems farther north and supports heightened activities throughout the

region.

TEJ stems from the outflow of strong upper tropospheric anticyclone above the

Tibetan plateau (Koteswaram, 1958), formed via the elevated solar heating and the

latent heat release from the orographic rainfall, and the consequent geostrophic east-

erly current formation around 150 hPa. Although the generation mechanism is outside

the domain of our interest, TEJ has a pivotal role in the MENA climate. This is a

good example of the advantage of a GCM over an RCM in properly accounting for

two-way interaction between global and regional responses. TEJ is thought to influ-

ence the tropical rainfall over the MENA region mainly in three ways: 1) by providing

sufficient upper tropospheric shear for the development and maintenance of AEJ and
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Figure 5.11: AEJ response (shaded contours) to dust radiative effect while dust is
assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard (DUST1.5 case)
and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave, during the summer (JJA).
The response in AEJ is portrayed as the difference in 600 hPa mean wind speed
(m/s2) between simulations with dust radiative effect and without dust radiative
effect. Mean wind in each experiment is overlaid as contour lines to illustrate the
strength and position of AEJ.
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Figure 5.12: TEJ response (shaded contours) to dust radiative effect while dust is
assumed to be a (a) very efficient (DUST2.7 case), (b) standard (DUST1.5 case)
and (c) inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave, during the summer (JJA).
The response in TEJ is portrayed as the difference in 150 hPa mean wind speed
(m/s2) between simulations with dust radiative effect and without dust radiative
effect. Mean wind in each experiment is overlaid as contour lines to illustrate the
strength and position of TEJ.
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AEW; 2) by the juxtaposition with the surface convergence (e.g, ITCZ), supporting

deep convection; and 3) by providing upper air moisture supply. Nicholson (2001)

showed that the upper troposphere shear, which is dependent on the strength of TEJ,

is a key factor in the AEW development. The study also reveals that TEJ links to

AEJ by providing sufficient shear near AEJ, which in turn increases the dynamic

instability and allows wave development in the vertical direction. Moreover, the re-

gion of strong divergence associated with the TEJ promotes ascent in the lower and

mid-troposphere. This further entrains the low-level moisture into higher levels, well

into the vicinity of the AEJ (Nicholson, 2001). In effect, TEJ is a crucial component

in the entrainment of moisture into the higher levels.

In response to DDRF, TEJ strengthens significantly throughout the jet and the

axes of the jet shifts slightly farther south (Figure 5.12). However, the strengthening

of the TEJ does not start from the entrance region to the domain (MENA), rather

it starts to strengthen over east Africa and gradually increases towards the Atlantic.

Therefore the strengthening of the TEJ could not be a direct effect of DDRF, rather

a response to the anomalously heightened convective activities in the region. Con-

versely, the southward shift in the position of the jet continues from the ISM region.

This could be related to the response of ISM to DDRF. The southward shift of the

jet axis could displace the juxtaposition of the TEJ with the zone of maximum con-

vection. Though Hulme and Tosdevin (1989) associate the southward shift with dry

year dynamics over Sudan, it is not well known yet how it influences other regions.

5.3 African Easterly Waves

AEWs are the primary synoptic-scale disturbances and the dominant mode of vari-

ability over tropical Africa and Atlantic during the summer season. They are waves

propagating westward from East Africa towards Atlantic, with a wavelength about

2000 to 4000 km with a period of 3 - 8 days, and phase speed of about 6 - 8 m/s
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(e.g., Burpee, 1972; Reed et al., 1977; Karyampudi and Carlson, 1988). AEWs can

be seen as the cyclonic curvature maxima happens on AEJ, primarily happens in the

mid-troposphere. They generally have a peak at the level of AEJ around 600 hPa to

700 hPa. The development and maintenance of AEWs were originally explained by

the combined barotropic-baroclinic instability of AEJ (e.g., Burpee, 1972; Charney

and Stern, 1962). However, recent studies pointed out the need of additional energy

source for the development and initiation of the AEWs. (e.g., Hsieh and Cook , 2005,

2007, 2008; Thorncroft and Hoskins , 1994a,b). Diabatic heating associated with the

deep convection in the rainbelt have been proposed as an essential energy source

for both the initiation and maintenance of AEWs. Diabatic heating in the rainbelt

produce potential vorticity and establishes a negative meridional potential vorticity

gradient, which in turn invoke Charney-Stern instability (e.g., Berry and Thorncroft ,

2012; Hsieh and Cook , 2005). Therefore, the deep convection within the AEWs them-

selves are crucial for the energetics and maintenance of AEWs. AEWs have a pivotal

role in the initiation and organization of the convective rainfall over Sahel in general,

and they often act as the precursor for Atlantic tropical cyclones. Therefore, a better

understanding of AEW dynamics and improved predictive capabilities of the AEW

season, amplitude and the location are of high societal impact.

The impact of dust radiative effect on AEWs has long been recognized (e.g.,

Karyampudi and Carlson, 1988; Karyampudi et al., 1999), especially in the context

of Saharan Air Layer (SAL), primarily due to their co-existence over Sahel. How-

ever, there is no consensus among these studies on the role of dust direct radiative

effect in general or particularly that of SAL, on AEW development and maintenance.

There are studies which predict an enhancement in AEW activities in the presence

of dust (e.g., Jones et al., 2004; Ma et al., 2012; Lavaysse et al., 2011), and those

predict a suppression of the same (e.g., Reale et al., 2009; Karyampudi and Carl-

son, 1988). By comparing the re-analysis and the model first guess fields, where the
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former incorporate dust and the later not, Jones et al. (2004) concluded that the

dust induced heating in the lower-troposphere and the consequent reduction of static

stability enhance wave activities. Similarly, Ma et al. (2012) showed that the dust

induced heating and the associated reduction in static stability enhance convection,

which in turn favors AEW development. However, studies which predict a weakening

of AEW activities, which were mostly focused on the SAL influence on AEWs, ex-

plain the weakening of AEW as a consequence of the mid-tropospheric heating in the

SAL and the associated stabilization effect in the atmospheric column. However, the

present study examines the role of climatological dust loading on AEWs, which takes

into account the dust radiative effect over the entire region and the entire atmospheric

column.

AEWs are seasonal and episodic events, with different characteristics in different

time of the season. Therefore, to capture the temporal evolution of such a non-

stationary time series, wavelet analysis is the right tool (Grist , 2002). The response

in the temporal evolution of wave season, wave structure and its amplitude are thus

examined in the present study using wavelet analysis. Morlet wavelet has been proven

to be very efficient for AEW analysis(Grist , 2002; Grist et al., 2002), and is chosen

in the present analysis. Following Torrence and Compo (1998), wavelet analysis has

been conducted over meridional wind at 700 hPa averaged over 100N - 150S and 100W

- 50W for each of the 33 years in all the experiment set. The location of 100N - 150S

; 100W - 50W is chosen because it is considered to be the favorable location for the

wave activities. The significance level of wavelet transform for each year time series

has been calculated using red noise method as explained in Torrence and Compo

(1998). The wavelet transform is very efficient in depicting the magnitude and the

period of wave activities in a seasonal cycle. Therefore it is an efficient method to

define the onset and the length of the wave season in each year.

Figure 5.13 depicts the modulus of wavelet transform for an individual year (2005),
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to demonstrate the effectiveness of the wavelet analyses in depicting the temporal

evolution of wave activities and its structure and amplitude. It also demonstrates

how well HiRAM simulates the wave activities in individual years. The left y-axis

represents the wavelet scale and the right y-axis represents the corresponding Fourier

period in days. The x-axis originally represents the time of the year in Julian days, but

it has been marked in terms of the months of the year for an easy interpretation. The

overlaid dots indicate the 95% significance level of the transform. The significance is

estimated against the background red-noise. The beginning of the AEW season can be

interpreted as the time of the year when the transform becomes statistically significant

between wavelet scale of 3 and 8. Figure 5.13 shows that HiRAM distinctly resolves

AEW activities, its season and period quite realistically. The wave season in HiRAM

(DUST1.5) starts in the beginning of June and ends by the end of September, in

this particular year. The scale range of significant variance marks the period of wave

activities as 3 - 8 days, which is very well in agreement with previous studies. Within

the wave season (June-September) there are spells of active and suppressed wave

activities, indicating the episodical behavior of AEWs. Although HiRAM simulations

are very well in agreement with re-analyses ( ERA-Interim and MERRA re-analyses)

on the onset of wave season and the length of the wave season, HiRAM’s wave activity

has much power during the wave season compared to both re-analyses. This might

be because of the lower spatial resolution of the re-analyses compared to HiRAM.

Interestingly, MERRA produces more power during wave season compared to ERA-

Interim re-analyses, possibly due to its slightly higher spatial resolution compared to

ERA-Interim. Since there are no high spatial resolution observation or re-analyses

dataset a comprehensive validation of the wave activities in HiRAM is not possible.

However, given the accurate prediction of the temporal evolution of wave season

consistent with previous studies, it could be reasonably assumed that the relatively

higher power in HiRAM seemed to be realistic owing to higher spatial resolution.
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Although, wavelet analyses of each year provide a very detailed information of

the time evolution of wave season in each year, it is not practically viable to draw

conclusions from the wavelet transforms of all 33 individual years in four various Hi-

RAM experiments. Therefore, we made averages of wavelet transforms for all the 33

years in each experiment. It should be noted that, by averaging multi-year wavelet

spectrum, the detailed information in local time will be partially lost. Nevertheless, it

provides the average distribution of power in time. Since AEWs are strictly seasonal

(June-September), and since the present study is interested in the average response

in AEW activities rather than individual cases, it’s useful to analyze the multi-year

averaged wavelet spectrum in each experiment. Figure 5.14 depicts the average mod-

ulus of wavelet transform in all four HiRAM cases and two re-analyses. The power

is concentrated between June - September over a scale of 3-8 days (Fourier period)

and it represents AEWs. The obvious pattern of seasonality and amplitude evident

even after averaging multi-year wavelet analyses, implicitly proves that HiRAM real-

istically simulates AEW season. Most importantly, HiRAM predicts the two peaks

in wave amplitude (Burpee, 1972), one in the middle of June and another in August-

September, and the break in between the two peaks, quite realistically even in the

averaged picture. Comparison between simulations with and without dust shows that

dust radiative effect influences AEW activity. Presence of dust enhances the mean

amplitude of the wave activities and broadens the wave season (It is shown explicitly,

later). A comparison across different cases of HiRAM experiment depicts the fact

that AEW activities are quite sensitive to dust shortwave absorption. As shortwave

absorption increases the length of the season broadens and amplitude increases.

To explicitly demonstrate the response in the power and seasonality of AEWs in

each case, the scale-averaged (3-8) mean wavelet power is depicted in Figure 5.15.

The scale-averaged wavelet power in certain scale band can be seen as the variance

at that particular band (Torrence and Compo, 1998). Therefore, it is very useful in
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Figure 5.13: Modulus of the wavelet transform of the 700mb daily meridional wind at
(100N - 150S ; 100W - 50W), for four HiRAM cases and two re-analyses (ERA-Interim
and MERRA), for the year 2005. The dots indicate 95% confidence level.
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Figure 5.14: Mean modulus (2000 - 2009) of the wavelet transform of the 700mb
daily meridional wind at (100N - 150S ; 100W - 50W), for four HiRAM cases and two
re-analyses (ERA-Interim and MERRA). The dots indicate 95% confidence level.
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analyzing the difference between two different time series. The upper panel shows

comparison of AEW activities in HiRAM (DUST1.5) against two re-analyses, ERA-

Interim and MERRA. HiRAM simulates the onset of the wave season, its break in

July and the second peak in September adequately well. HiRAM also captures the

enhanced amplitude of the second peak (August-September) compared to the first

one (June-July), realistically. The bottom panel of Figure 5.15 represents the sea-

sonal evolution of AEW activities, in all four cases of HiRAM experiments. The

figure explicitly portrays the impact of dust on the amplitude, onset and the length

of AEW season. In general, dust enhances the wave amplitude and broadens the wave

season. A comparison among various cases reveals the strong sensitivity of the ampli-

tude, onset date and the duration of the wave season, to dust shortwave absorption.

The amplitude and the length of the wave season increase as shortwave absorption

increases. Moreover, the length of each spells broaden as shortwave absorption in-

creases. Similarly, The wave season starts earlier and ends late in the DUST2.7 case

compared to other less absorbing cases.

The predicted response in AEW season and amplitude in response to dust and

the sensitivity of response to dust shortwave absorption are in good agreement with

the previous studies (e.g., Jones et al., 2004; Ma et al., 2012; Lavaysse et al., 2011).

Note that the present study is not particularly investigating the response of AEW

to SAL and associated radiative forcing; rather, the study attempts to estimate the

response and sensitivity of AEWs to a seasonally varying mean dust field. The results

are consistent with the explanation by Jones et al. (2004), as the dust induced lower

tropospheric heating is evident from the maps of radiative heating rate (Figure 3.4)

and the air temperature response (Figure 4.6). The results are also consistent with

the diabatic heating argument by Berry and Thorncroft (2012) and Hsieh and Cook

(2005). The intensification of the rainbelt as evident from Figure 4.2 and the asso-

ciated diabatic heating release, could potentially invoke Charney-Stern instability by
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Figure 5.15: Mean scale-averaged wavelet power (variance) of the wavelet trans-
form between 3-8 day period, of the 700mb daily meridional wind at (100N - 150S ;
100W - 50W). (a) The temporal evolution of scale-averaged wavelet power in HiRAM
(DUST1.5) is evaluated by comparing against two re-analyses datasets, ERA-Interim
and MERRA. (b) The temporal evolution of scale-averaged wavelet power in HiRAM
while dust is assumed to be a very efficient (DUST2.7 case), standard (DUST1.5 case)
and inefficient (DUST0.9 case) absorber at shortwave.
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enhancing the meridional potential vorticity gradient. This will definitely leads to

enhancement of the AEW activities.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Concluding Remarks

Dust-climate interaction over MENA has long been studied, as it is the “dustiest”

region around the globe. However, the quantitative and qualitative understanding of

the role of dust direct radiative effect on MENA climate is still rudimentary; partly

because of the complexity of various physical and chemical processes involved and the

uncertainties associated, and partly because of the lack of right modeling and compu-

tational capabilities. The present dissertation investigates dust direct radiative effect

on MENA climate with a special emphasis on the sensitivity of climate response to

dust shortwave absorption, which is one of the most uncertain components of dust

direct radiative effect. Simulations are conducted with and without dust radiative

effect, to differentiate the effect of dust on climate. To elucidate the sensitivity of

climate response to dust shortwave absorption, simulations with dust assume three

different cases of dust shortwave absorption, representing dust as a very efficient, stan-

dard and inefficient shortwave absorber. Dust is not uniformly distributed in space

and time. Therefore, radiative effect of dust invokes circulations at various scales

ranging from global overturning circulations to regional scale jets. Since climate at

the regional scale is determined by all these multi-scale circulations, perturbations in

all such circulations have to be taken into account for an accurate prediction of re-

gional climate response to dust radiative effect. To incorporate multi-scale circulation

responses, the present study takes advantage of the high spatial resolution capabilities
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of an AGCM, HiRAM. AMIP-style global high-resolution simulations are conducted

at a spatial resolution of 25 km. Such global high-resolution simulations also help to

overcome the two-way interaction issue arising from the forced boundary conditions

in RCMs.

Comparison of simulations with and without dust radiative effect illustrates sig-

nificant impact of dust radiative effect on MENA climate. The most striking result is

the intense response in the strength and the latitudinal extent of the tropical rainbelt.

Dust-induced radiative perturbations increase the precipitation and widen the rain-

belt northward, resulting in a dipole-like structure in response throughout the region.

It has been shown that dust-induced changes in the regional Hadley circulation and

other major regional circulations favor the strengthening and the northward shift of

rainbelt. Another important response is in the temperature field. The temperature

significantly reduces under the rainbelt and increases over subtropical deserts. Tem-

perature response is consistent with the enhanced precipitation and cloudiness in the

rainbelt and the consequent anomalous subsidence over subtropics.

The study specifically investigates the role of global and regional circulations in

mediating the climate response over the region. One of the most significant circula-

tion response is in the local Hadley circulation. In response to meridionally asymmet-

ric radiative forcing, the ascending branch of the local Hadley circulation enhances

and shifts farther north into the summer hemisphere. It clearly indicates that the

dust-induced radiative heating confined in the NH subtropics effectively functions as

a hemispherically asymmetric off-equator heating source and alters the meridional

heating gradient. Associated with the shifts in the zonally averaged mean meridional

circulation, AEJ, which also depends on the meridional heating gradient, moves fur-

ther north by a few degrees. These responses in the circulation features are in phase

with the predicted response of the rainbelt. WAM is another important circulation

feature significantly responsive to dust radiative effects. As a major component of
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the lower atmospheric zonal circulation, the enhanced WAM circulation extends the

moisture supply inland, which is a crucial factor for the tropical rainbelt. Another

important response is in the AEWs. The intensity and the duration of the wave sea-

son increase as a response to dust radiative effect. Overall, the dust-induced changes

in the tropospheric dynamics support the predicted response in precipitation and

temperature.

In conclusion, the northward shift of the ascending branch of Hadley cell, AEJ

and ITCZ along with strengthening of WAM circulation, support an enhancement

and shift of the tropical rainbelt. The changes in circulations as the response to

dust radiative effect are similar to those occurring during wet years, in many ways.

Comparison with the studies that explored the differential atmospheric dynamics in

wet and dry years (e.g., Hulme, 1996; Lamb, 1978; Janicot , 1992a) reveals that the

DDRF impact on the circulation has similarities to wet year dynamics. In response

to DDRF, a northward shift in the AEJ axes and the ITCZ and the strengthening of

TEJ is predicted, which are characteristic features of the wet year dynamics. Many

of the previous studies have already indicated the possible role of dust in the pro-

longed desiccation over Sahel (e.g., Brooks and Legrand , 2000; Prospero and Lamb,

2003; Yoshioka et al., 2007). Our results strongly suggest that changes in the dust

loading could potentially influence the precipitation over semi-arid equatorial Africa

and hence it is essential to include dust radiative effect in the simulations and future

projections of this region’s climate.

The dissertation examined the sensitivity of the all the above-mentioned climate

responses by comparing results from three different shortwave absorption cases. The

rainbelt and the temperature responses are sensitive to shortwave absorption. The

rainbelt strengthens and moves northward as shortwave absorption increases. Sim-

ilarly the temperature response also enhances as shortwave absorption increases. It

has been shown that the response in rainbelt and temperature are greatly medi-
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ated by the responses in the regional Hadley circulation as well as the embedded

regional circulations, which depends on the dust-induced meridional heating gradi-

ent. Therefore, sensitivity in the inter-hemispheric heating gradient could potentially

make those circulations sensitive to shortwave absorption. Local and regional Hadley

circulation response is strongly sensitive to shortwave absorption; as absorption and

associated heating increases, the Hadley circulation further enhances and moves far-

ther poleward. Regional circulation features such as WAM, AEJ and WAWJ respond

similarly since they also strongly depend on the meridional heating/temperature gra-

dient. These regional circulations intensify and move farther poleward as shortwave

absorption increases. Similarly, the response in AEW is also sensitive to shortwave

absorption. The amplitude and the duration of the wave season increase in response

to increasing shortwave absorption. It all indicates that the sensitivity of the rainbelt

stems from the sensitivity of these multi-scale circulations to meridionally asymmetric

shortwave heating induced by dust. To sum up, the present study demonstrates the

sensitivity of the MENA climate and the driving circulations, to a plausible range

of dust shortwave absorption. The results also demonstrate how the sensitivity in

driving circulations decide the sensitivity of rainbelt to dust shortwave absorption.In

other words, the sensitivity of circulations to shortwave absorption is further evidence

for the mechanism proposed for the dust-rainbelt interaction

The variability in the hematite content or SSA of dust is carefully chosen in the

current study to bracket the spectrum of possible ranges of dust shortwave absorp-

tion, which helps to demonstrate the corresponding sensitivity of climate responses.

The dust optical properties for these three cases are derived by assuming dust has

a hematite content of 2.7%, 1.5% and 0.9%, respectively (Balkanski et al., 2007).

However, the shortwave absorption also depends on many other factors such as the

albedo of the underlying surface, dust size distribution and the vertical structure of

the dust loading. Therefore, the sign and magnitude of radiative forcing and climate
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response could vary under different environmental conditions, even for the same dust

optical properties. In the present study, even in the least absorbing case (DUST0.9),

TOA forcing is slightly positive over bright Saharan and Arabian deserts. Neverthe-

less, a number of other factors could potentially change the sign of TOA forcing and

corresponding climate responses. For instance, dust size distribution with a larger

fraction of small particles or a darker surface albedo could change the sign of TOA

forcing from positive to negative over those deserts, for the same set of dust refrac-

tive indices. This is why some studies estimated negative DDRF at TOA over these

deserts (e.g., Yoshioka et al., 2007). Therefore, a final verdict on the possible range of

the uncertainty related to dust shortwave absorption cannot be made by overlooking

the uncertainty in the other factors on which dust shortwave absorption depends.

However, the present study clearly demonstrates the sensitivity of the MENA dust

belt, and the multi-scale circulations associated with it, to a realistic range of dust

shortwave absorptivity, by only changing the hematite content and keeping all other

factors constant. Nevertheless, these results can be interpreted for changes in short-

wave absorption due to any other reason.

It is noteworthy that the response in the rainbelt and the associated circulation

responses, such as local Hadley and Walker circulations, AEJ and surface circulation,

have a significant east-west contrast. In general, the effects of shortwave absorption

are stronger over East Africa, the southern Red Sea and the southwest tip of the

Arabian Peninsula. This is an important feature and needs to be better understood.

First of all, the forcing itself has an east-west contrast in the present simulations with

higher values in East Africa, which could make heightened response there. Apart

from this, analyses of Walker circulation demonstrate that East Africa (specifically

the Ethiopian Highlands and the southern Red Sea) experience significant response,

unlike any other region. This differential response in the Walker circulation could also

contribute to the predicted east-west contrast in the precipitation belt. In addition,
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from the surface circulation point of view, West Africa has more zonal component of

wind associated with WAM and WAWJ, while over East Africa the surface circula-

tion is more meridional. Therefore, it is expected to predict a differential meridional

circulation response over East Africa, provided that the large scale forcing is pri-

marily meridionally oriented. Furthermore, East Africa has many ”hot spots” in the

climatological mean summer precipitation associated with orographic features such

as the Ethiopian High Lands and Asir escarpment mountains in the southwest tip of

the Arabian Peninsula, and areas with high local surface winds such as Tokar gap

jet. These hot spots in the climatological mean precipitation and surface wind are

well captured in our simulations, and they could influence the heightened response

predicted over East Africa.

A main scientific question posed in the dissertation is whether dust direct radiative

effect green Sahel or not? The analysis of precipitation clearly shows that the Sahel

gets increased rainfall as a response to dust. In fact, the maximum response and

sensitivity are predicted at the northern edges of the rainbelt, which is geographically

over Sahel. The precipitation response can even go to 50% of the total precipitation

in some location in Sahel. Considering the social and ecological vulnerability of the

Sahel region, the predicted sensitivity of rainbelt suggests the importance of accurate

representation of dust shortwave absorption in the numerical models, for an accurate

simulation of the region’s climate and weather.

It is well known that the Atlantic SST in general, and specifically the near equa-

torial SST gradient, plays an important role in the rainbelt over MENA region (e.g.,

Folland et al., 1986; Nicholson, 2013; Davey et al., 2002; Cook , 2008). However, the

present study investigates the atmosphere-only sensitivity to dust shortwave absorp-

tion, using AMIP-type simulations with observed SST as bottom boundary condi-

tions. This approach provides an ideal ocean forcing and helps to avoid the cold SST

bias in equatorial ocean common to most of the coupled GCMs, and hence helps to
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improve the representation of the strength and position of the climatological mean

rainbelt. However, any changes in SST due to dust radiative forcing could potentially

alter the latent heat flux feedback and hence the sign and magnitude of the predicted

response. Since SST being kept constant in AMIP-type simulations, the present study

does not take the SST into account. Simulations with fully coupled or mixed layer

ocean simulations are necessary to incorporate this effect, which is beyond the scope

of the present dissertation.

Finally, There are some shortcomings and limitations in this study. First of all, the

current study does not include indirect radiative forcing, which is proven to be a sig-

nificant contributor by modifying cloud properties. Furthermore, the study assumes

constant optical properties spatially and temporally when in reality they change and

have strong dependency on source regions (e.g., Perlwitz et al., 2015). It should also

be noted that the simulations do not take into account the feedback of the rainbelt

response on dust generation (e.g., Yoshioka et al., 2007; Marsham et al., 2011) since

the dust loading is prescribed from offline estimation. All these issues should be

addressed separately or together in future studies to better estimate the sensitivity.

6.2 Summary

• The tropical rainbelt across MENA strengthens and move farther northward

into deserts, in response to dust direct radiative forcing.

• In response to dust direct radiative effect, the atmospheric temperature under

the rainbelt cools and that over subtropical deserts warms.

• The response in precipitation (rainbelt) and temperature over MENA are greatly

mediated by the response in multi-scale circulations to dust radiative effect.

• The regional Hadley circulation gets strengthened and shifts farther northward

as a response to dust direct radiative effect.
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• Regional circulations such as WAM, AEJ and WAWJ strengthens in response

to dust.

• Dust radiative effect leads to intense AEWs and longer wave season.

• All the responses in climate and circulations are significantly sensitive to dust

shortwave absorption, especially those depends on the meridional temperature

gradient over MENA.

• Sahel greens in response to dust shortwave absorption, and the greening is very

sensitive to shortwave absorption. More absorbing dust makes Sahel greener.

6.3 Future Research Work

The research done as part of the current dissertation can be extended in the following

directions.

• Repeat the experiments in the present dissertation with a coupled fully dynamic

ocean model or mixed layer model to quantify the role of SST feedback in dust

climate interaction.

• Conduct experiments with fully interactive dust module to better quantify the

dust direct radiative effect, by incorporating feedbacks on dust generation.

• Expand the work by incorporating dust indirect radiative effect.
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